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AT ALL HUSBAND'S RAGE DRIVES ; WORLD WIDE STRIKE OF

KNEW NOTHING

Breaks In On -- vire Trouble

ABOUT

!IIS WIFE TO

LOST

TELEGRAPHERS IS

s

President of First Company
Had No Real Connection
With the Concern
He
AMAZING

He

Women Take Care of Their Interests
Preventing Telegraphers Going to Work
lr,,"

Threatened to Kill Her
cause She Had Begun

Says.
CREATED

STATE OF

AGGRESSIVE TACTICS

SCENE AT
BURIAL OF CHILD

WILL BE PURSUED

'

IF

y

X
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famous "Jlifi Farley" who will try to break tele.
strike.

FEMALE STRIKEBREAKER TAFT

HAS ASSUMED

IS

OFF

TO

OPEN

FIRST ISLAND

BIUOB
She Will Furnish Operators Secretary Aakes First Speech
to Big Companies Dur- - '
of Tour at Columbus.
Ing Strike.
Ohio.
SAYS SHE CAN FILL
WILL VISIT NUMBER
ALL IMMEDIATE ORDERS
OF EASTERN ROYALTIES
Cleveland, Ohio. August 19. The
feminine "Jim" Farley, a girl who
breaks strikes, has broken Into the
telegraph strike,
Grace M. Lacey, a college graduate
and former teacher, Is the young woman who has tackled the big Job, and
she Is making Cleveland her headquarters. Only a few weeks ago she
wound up a contract to supply several hundred men to end a machinists' strike, and now she Is preparing
to assist the Western Union and Postal out of their troubles.
Miss Lacey makes no secret of It
that her business is to organize strike
breakers.
"In handling tills class of men, who
are notoriously desperate and dissolute," said Miss Lacey, "I try to control them in the same way as I did
my pupils at school by mere force
of will power and I find that it is
very successful.
"Of course. I have mor trouble
with the native born American than
with his foreign born brother. He is
Inclined to be independent and to try
working a bluff.
"He claims generally that he is an
exiert in almost every trade and
wants to sign a contract at a high
salary figure.
"It Is then that I make him show
his hand and after that he becomes
quite docile and manageable.
"I find my work Intensely absorbing," continued Miss Lacey, " for it
give me a chance to study life In
the raw and to contrast it with the
veneered article I met at college.
"I like the work better than teaching, for the reason that here nearly
every man I meet means a personal
combat of wills, while at school there
were only three or four hard fights
each year and they were tame In
comparison."
'

GIRLS'

DFAIH CAUSES

j

Columbus, Ohio, August 19. Secretary W. H. Taft arrived here today
from Washington on Ills tour of the
world. He will deliver a speech tonight before the Buckeye Republican
club.
When Christmas day comes. Secretary Taft expects to lie telling his
friends all about his trip around the
world. He hones that the globe trot
upon which he has just started will
be over in time for him to eat his
turkey and plumb pudding at home.
It's going to be a great trip. It
will start in a whirl of politics, because the war secretary
candidate
will
for president
make
several
speeches on the way to his steamer
at 'Frisco.
Sailing out of the Golden Gate,
Taft will touch at Hawaii. He will
land In Japan to get the sea roll out
of his legs and It Is said that he
will make an official call on the mikado.
The principal object of his trip,
however. Is to open the first Philippine representative assembly about
Leaving Manila
November 1.
on
November 4 he will sail for Vladivostok and arriving there on November
11. he will start for the Occident on
the great Siberian railroad. He will
be on the cars nearly two weeks before arriving at St. Petersburg.
At St. Petersburg the American
war secretary will have an audience
with the czar, who will probably not
be able to tell Taft how to be non- ular with the people.
The secretary's Itinerary take him
from St. Petersburg to Herlln. to
London and then back to New York,
but it Is said that If there Is no urgency for his speedv return to the
I'nlted States he wlil take In other
capitals.
ALEKANDER

YOUNGJAN'S SUICIDE
Fredericksburg, Va., August 19.
Leonard Powell, son of James Powell, residing near S:ilem church, in
Spottsylvanl.i county, committed suicide last riuht by shooting himselfin the he:; J with a 32 caliber revoier.
He was 1. f. at home with some
young children while his parents atchurch. Soon after
tended a near-b- y
to the barn,
their departure he went house,
where
some distance from the
hours
several
later by
lie was found
returning
upon
home
who.
father,
his
missed him and started a search.
When foun he was unconscious.
A phvsician from this city was summoned, but could do nothing for him.
He died about daylight this amorning.
note to
In his pocket was found
Ills parents, in which he stated that
and he could
he was tired of living, any
longer.
not stand his troubles
death of a
the
It is said that since
voitng woman friend, about u year
ami. lie bad been verv despondent.Is
was about "3 yens old. and
!!
survived by his parents and several
and brothers.
1

JESTER

DIEDJT

OKLAHOMA

lUnxMiiint-nclatioiiM-

Tecunseh, Okla., August 19. Alexander Jester, who a few months
ago took up a claim In eastern New
Mexico Intending to make his permanent home there, died today at the
home of his sister near here. He
came here recently to visit his sister
and was taken ill Just before he intended to return to New Mexico.
Jester Is the man who was kidnaped from Shawnee, Okla., a few
years ago by John W. Gates, the millionaire, who took his prisoner by
special train to Missouri and had him WOMAN AND CHILD
tried there for the murder of Gates'
younger brother. Jester was acquitted of the charge.
ARE ASSASSINATED
ST.

VOMv
STltltK BY I.K. IITN I

LOUS

G.
Mrs.

August 19.
John MrKlnnon. wife of an employe
of the Glencoe Lime company in St.
Loins county, was almost Instantly
killed by lightning which struck her
while lie was sweeping the lloor of
her home today. The bolt entered
an open window, and did not damage
Clear Sky Kills.
l.lliiniri I'miii
Ky. .August
is. Kv anything in the house. About a year
Spotlsvil
Shadwick. aged 14. was killed t lay ago her oldest son was killed while at
by a bi.lt of lightning, which came, work in tile limn kilns at lilencoo by
I
being struck by a falling rock.
apparently, from a clear sky.
si.-le-rs

Denver, Colo., August 19. With
considerable speed the defense In the
Lost liullion Spanish mines case is
getting Its testimony In. H. C. Hunt,
first president of th Lost Bullion
company, was "at the bat" for several hours telling a tale of Innocence
as counsel for the defense drew It
out and undergoing a rather severe
grilling at the hands of Assistant Attorney General Rone.
"I never Invested one cent In the
property, was never connected before
with any mining Industry, and di not
know If there was one dollar in actual cah Invested In the claim," said
he. "It Is true I allowed my name to
appear as president of the corporation, but never attended nny of the
meetings. If my signature appeared
on the minutes of the meeting: as being present, it is false."
"Is it not curious," ho was asked,
"that as president of the company,
you ?ld not attend these meetings?"
Had Other Business.
He replied that his time was occu
pied by other matters nd that he
trusted the others to attend to the
business. "I never looked at the
books and did not know what the
company waa doing," he said.
"Did you ever Investigate, or cause
to be investigated for your own personal Interests, the Lost Claim?"
"No, sir: ! did not. I took ths word
of the mining engineer and the directors. I resigned from the office on
January 2. 1907."
"How many shares of the capital
stock did you own?"
"About 15,000. These I offered to
return to the company upon my resignation, as I did not think I had
earned them."
Hut He Kept Ills Stork.
After a few more questions the
witness tiated that when he learned
that the company had passed resolutions riving him a vote of thanks for
his valuable service he decided to
keep the shares, and that they could
m
now be purchased for less Jhan
one dollar per share, the par value,
and that had not the government
taken up the investigation he would
have invested several thousand dollars in the company. The witness
further stated that he did not know
where the records of the company
were kept and does not know at this
time where they are. When aisked If
he, ns president of the mine, would
object to the records being shown,
he replied that he did not know.
"Know what? Whether you would
or would not?"
"Either one," was the reply .
orilclal In Xnino Only.
It would seem from Dr. Hunt's
testimnnv that he never had exactly
understood his relations to the other
members of the company. He did
realize that when he and V. R. Wilson incorporated
the company and
capitalized it at 10,000,000 he was
elected president, but he said he
never attended any of the meetings
about
and knew nothing whatever
the management of the company,
though his name was signed to the
minutes regularly and that the same
name always appeared prominently
In all the doings of the company at
the time he was president.
I'nder cross examination. Dr. Hunt
expressed his abiding: faith in the
Lost Bullion property, and said that
when brighter days should come and
the troubles of the officials were at
an end. he expected to again invest
in the mine, or cave.
.
Wrote
George F. Fonda, druggist.
and
vice president of the First National
bank at Boulder, testified that he
purchased 600 shares of stock in the
company from Wilson, who, he added
is a warm friend of his. He said he
went to Silver City with Wilon and
that they went together to inspect
He was
the Lost Bullion property.
much pleased with the property and
he wrote
letters of endorsement,
praising the mine and the management in the highest terms.
On cross examination he admitted
that some of the letters of endorsement were dictated by Wilson.
W. B. Cameron, vice president of
the Lost Bullion company and one of
the defendants, testilied to the same
effect as did Fonda, relative to the
great value of the ore he found In
the cave, or mine.
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Homer. Ia., August 19. Mrs. Minnie pond and her little baby boy were
assas-sinate-

d

last night

In

tho home

of her father at Mlllerton.
She and the baby had Just retired,

and the assassin .tuck a double-barrele- d
shotgun through the window
and tired two charges of buckahot
into the slee'ng forms.
Mrs. Bond wis killed, but the baby
lived until this morning. There la no
clew, and no known motive for the
crime.

Martinsburg, W. Va.,' August 19.
During a lit of temporary Insanity Induced by fear of her husband, Mrs.
Mary E. Jones, of this city, early
this morning sent a bullet crashing
Into her forehead at tne homo of her
sister, Mrs. George White, and died
Instantly.
Mrs. Jones arrived from Rldgway,
Berkeley county, Saturday afternoon
for the purpose of appearing at the
trial of her husband, Jtobert Jones,
who had been arrested on a charge
of cruelty to his wife. The case came
up In Justice Felker's court
this
morning. The couple had been living unhappily together for some time,
and It is claimed that the husband
treated the woman with extreme
cruelty.
A short time ago she took refuge
with her parents at Uldgway. While
there her
child died and
was buried yesterday,
the funeral
being attended by a disgraceful scene
caused by the intoxication
of the
father.
Gives Wife Three Days.
Mrs. Jones based her fears on an
assertion Jones made to her brother-in-laWhite, Saturday evening,
when he said: "Tomorrow I am go
ing to Uldgway to bury my boy, and
in three days from tuen Mary will
be dead. It won't be more than ten
days, anyway."
After the tragedy
this morning
Justice Felker Issued a warrant for
the arrest of Jones. Ho was sent to
Jail, his little son. Perry, five years
old, accompanying hilm.
Ho Will He Prosecuted.
The court was unaware
of the
threats on Mrs. Jones' life or Jones
would have been Jailed probably
soon enough to have preserved her
reason and life. A vigorous attempt
will be made to prosecute him for her
death, though the exact status of the
affair cannot be determined at pres
ent. However, he can be prosecuted
for making threats to kill her and for
the disgraceful scene which he en
acted at the burial of his child.
There Is considerable feeling In this
vicinity against the prisoner.
The
fact that ho insisted on his five-yeold son accompanying nim to priso:
is looked upon as a mark of his in
ability to care for the child and this
afternoon the boy as taken from the
cell and turned over to a benevolent
society which will find him a home
ld
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AT FOOT

OFSMFT
Identity of Mangled Remains
Is Puzzling Arizona
Officials.
August 19. Officials
county ure making an earnest
to discover the Identity of a
who fell from the top of the
shaft to the foot or the 1.000-folevel Saturday, and whose head
was ma.hed so badly that IdentificaIs Impossible.
tion by that means
Only the chin and part of the back
of hb head remain, the rert having
been torn off in his descent down
the shaft.
a
Miners on the surface heard
scream s he fell and when they
searched the mine, discovered a body
so mangled as not to resemble that
of a human being.
Every miner who came from the
shaft has been scrutinized but thus
far none have been reported missing
and it Is a mystery as to who the
dead man may be. Some of (he miners believe, he is a Slavonian who recently came to work.
Bl.sbeo, Ariz.,

of this
effort
miner
Oliver

ot

SMALL BOY SAVES

Chicago. 111.. August 19. A worldwide telegraphers' strike Is imminent.
It has not been generally known, but
It developed today that the olllcers of

the Commercial Telegraphers' Union
of America have been carrying on negotiations for more than a year with
the Telegraph Clerks' association of
England with a view of bringing
about a working alliance between the
English and American telegraphers.
They have so far succeeded
that
sympathetic action In the present
strike is assured. Any attempts to man
the American cable stations at Canso,
North Sydney, and Heart's Content,
Nova Scotia, will result in the refusal
of English operators to handle cable
grams from America.
Should the British end of the trans
n
atluntic cable be manned by
men, the action would be sure
to precipitate a general strike of all
telegraphers In England.
Socialists Will
That the strike may extend to the
European continent and spread over
tne entire world seems probable. A
M. Simmond, editor of the Chicago
Daily Socialist, the American National Labor union organ, and delegate to
the international Socialists convention
at Stuttgart, Germany, is authorized
to present before
tho convention,
which is practically one of labor organizations, the question of establishing a defensive and offensive alliance
between the telegraphers of America,
Europe, Australia
and the Orient.
President S. J. Small of the Commercial Telegraphers of America said:
"We are assured of the
of every Socdalist operator of
Europe. They consist of 90 per cent
of the telegraphers of the continent
and three-fourtof the operators of
the British colonies. When non-unimen begin to send cablegrams
from America a walkout from English and European otllces is inevitable.
"Already we have 'bottled up' the
Orient by cutting off San Francisco.
If this were not sufficient we have
assurances from the Socialist operators of Japan that during the strike
they will refuse all messages from
America. This strike will demonstrate
to the world that labor Interests are
fully awake to the necessity for united action."
Ajfgreswlwt Tactics.
Aggressive tactics are declared by
President Small of the striking telegraphers to be the only hope of victory, and he has planned to put them
Into effect.
Among projects he has outlined are
the calling out of every leased wire
operator not under union contract by
noon Monday, the complete telegrah-plil- c
isolation f North America by
calling out cable operators
at all
points, and a demand for the sanction and active aid of the American
Federation of Labor In the present
strike.
The national executive board of
the strikers Is in session to discuss
and ratify the plans of the strike
leader.
The attitude of President Small is
said to have dispelled hope of intervention by Labor Commissioner Nelll
who, with President Gompera of the
national labor organization, has gone
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Women Operators on Picket Duty Outsklo the Postal
In New York.

VICTIMS

OF

ACCIDENT

TROLLEY SHERIFF SAVES

v

Building

TRAMP

LEAP

TO DEATH

DF

non-unio-

te.

to New York.

A positive demand for the closed
shop was declared by President Small
today as the only basis for settlement
of the strike.
Washington. D. C. August 19.
Can the Interstate commerce commission, under the present law, assume
Jurisdiction over the telograph system of the country?
This is a question that has been
brought out forcibly by the great
strike of keymen.
"Even assuming that the telegraph
Is an Instrument of Interstate commerce," said one of the commissioners, "and that It was the Intention of
congress to include it under the reguin
conferred
the
lative authority
Hepburn act, what of it? It would
not help In this situation. The Hepburn act does not give the commission
any power to take possession of an
instrument of interstate commerce
and operate it, even if it becomes inoperative by strike or otherwise.
"The commission would have, at
most, no more than power to regulate charges on telegrams sent, and
to make rules in regard to the kind
of service to bo rendered the public.
The commission has no authority to
regulate wages of railway employes
op to adjust wage disputes between
common carriers and their empolye.
No more would It in case of the telegraph companies.
"i do not see how the commission
could, in any event, do more than
hold an Investigation Into the merits
of the dispute and to make public a
report on It. That might or might
not do good. Just at present, however, there is no call for action by
tho commission of any sort."

Seeing
19.
Norfolk, Va., August
his father clubbed into Insensibility
by a negro, late last night, little
Joseph White, seven years old, picked
up a rlile. struck the negro several
blows on the head, put him to lliglit,
and tired two shots at him as he ran.
W. II. White Is tollgate keeper at
tiie ( 'am postella, Bridge. The trouble
with tiie neur i a lose over the payI jii'tliqiinUe 111 Porto lilco.
ment of toll.
White attempted to
San Juan, l'uito Ilico, August 19.
shoot the negro in self defense after
A
perceptible
earthquake was nothe black commenced to club him,
but his assailant caught the revolver ticed lie re at 7 o'clock last nlglit anil
In one hand and held It as he
at 4 o'clock this morning a heavy
shock was recorded.
the club with the other.
d
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Official Admits That He Paid for Court Orders His Arrest as Soon President Small Declares That
as Fact of His Having TerrorThere Will Be Plenty of Money
No Stock. Attended No Meet
to Rush Strike Even If
ized Woman Is Known-- He
ing. Saw No Books and
Will Be rrose-cuteIt Continues For
Is Ignorant of
Months.
Affairs.
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American Commercial Operators Have Full Sympathy
of Fellows Throughout
Other Countries.

Be-

Divorce

AFFAIRS IS SHOWN

Iocy, the

Denver, Col., August 19
Showers tonight and Tuesday.
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TRAIN ARRIVALS

All

Remained on Car Assailant of Minister's Daugh
Escaped From Collision
ter Narrowly Escapes
Lynching Bee.
Unhurt.
Who

FINALLY RUN DOWN
WORK TRAIN HJTS
BY TWO BLOODHOUNDS
CONEY EXCURSION
Pa.t August 19. -- Sheriff
Marshall, of CrawTor
ounty,
lodged and alleged assailant of Emma
Whitehead, the fourteen year old
daughter of Rev. J. M. Whitehead, of
Turnersvllle, Pa., In Jail here early
today. He was run down by bloodhounds last night in a swamp near
Wick.
The assault was committed
Saturday night.
GreenvlMe;

New York, August .19. One man
was killed outright, a man and a woman died of their injuries after being" taken to the hospital, ' and four
other persons were hurt seriously as
the result of a collision this afternoon between - a Coney Island and
Brooklyn trolley car and a dirt train
of the Long Beach railroad, at the
grade crossing
of
the Manhattan
Beach line of the Long Island railroad, at Parkville.
The woman was Mrs. Anna Cohen,
about fifty years old, of 291 Pulaski
street, Brooklyn. The two dead men
had not been Identified up to a lato
hour. They were each about twenty-tw- o
years old. All the dead and injured received their injuries because
they Jumped from the trolley car.
None of those who remained on the
car was hurt.
Accident lit Crossing.
The accident occurred at a crossing, where neither the motorman nor
the engineer of the dirt train could
see each other, and the erosslngman
gave a wrong signal, which sent the
two together.
The accident was unavoldabfe on
the part of tho trainmen. They managed to keep most of the passengers
In their seats, thus preventing more
serious consequences.

TWO NEGROES

'

KmiiiimhI

a

Mob.

Since the crime became known, an
Infuriated mob, which was added to
hourly as the news of the assault
spread abroad, has been searching for
the tramp who commited the deed,
and It was only by a small fraction
of an hour that the sheriff found
him first and was able to extend the
protection of the law to him. Sheriff
Marshall, as soon as he found the
man. took a roundabout course for
the Jail here, but he met part of the
mib which insisted on taking the
prisoner, but finally gave in to the
sheriff's Insistence that he muBt bo
legally tried.
The prisoner, while not fully confessing, admits enough to fix his guilt.
He has not yet been confronted by
his victim.

WANT

ALIENISTS TO

DEAD;

E

WHITE MAN INJURED
Byram Station, Miss., August 19.
Wash Telford and Jesse Ilobertson, a
negro, were slain and Constable Chas.
Van Buren seriously wounded in a
shooting affray here today.
Van Buren and Telford, In com
pany with Ben
Chlsholm, special
agent of the Illinmls Central railroad,
were en route to a camp In search
of a negro for whom they held a war
rant. When within a short distance
of the camp the officers stopped for
a drink of water at the house of a
negro woman.
,
While seated on her
Ilobert
son made his appearance, and, ap
parently imbued with the suspicion
that he was the object of the olllcers'
quest, opened fire with a revolver.
The first shot struck Van Buren In
the left arm. The negro fired again,
the bullet striking Telford near the
heart. Tho olllcers fired at Hubert- son, then making an effort to escape
lie tell, nut, regaining his feet, was
shot to death in attempting to crawl
through a barbed wire fence.
pe.-ch-

I

Concord, N. H., August 19.: At the
Inquiry Into the competency of Mrs.
Mary Baker O. Eddy, counsel for the
"next friends" made a motion that
the musters permit, without delay,
the examination
of Mrs. Eddy by
alienists engaged by the plaintiffs,
and that this examination be made
hi court, if Mrs. Eddy was considered
capable physically to undergo
the
strain. If too weak to come to court,
the "next friends" insisted that the
test of the alienists be made In her
home. Pleasant View, and that it be
regulated by precisely the same requirements as prevailed in the court
session of tile masters.
They asked also that attorney for
the plaintiff be allowed to attend this
examination If In Pleasant View, instead of Just one lawyer, as was the
case in the preliminary audience
Wednesday. They further requested
that Mrs. Eddy'.. son, Ueoige W.
(ilover, his daughter. Mary, and the
adopted son. Dr. Foster Eddy, be given the privilege of attending.
They
asserted that as they had brought
the lawsuit they were entitled to hear
ull phases of it.
The masters suggested that the
alienists be accompanied by the masters and by the attorneys for each
side.
"next
for the
The attorneys
friends" at once said that they would
approach Ir. Henry H. Steadham and
Tuttlu to make the ex- lr. Oeorge T.Counsel
for the defense
amlnatlon.
delay
until next Tuesday
asked for
before consenting to the arrangements. The hearing was adjourned
until Tuesday.
SLAYER

OF

BOY

PLEADS INSANITY

XSL'-AiW

Solomonvllle, Ariz., Aug. 19.
1'iieros. the natlw who killed
boy at San Jo.se near
a
here a few days ago, without any
provocation. Is a prisoner at the coun-'.- y
jail. He declares that he d: l not
ki "",v what he was doing when he
!
liied the fatal shot and he will plead
temporary insanity.
Peeiiior here I so hiirh aff.iinst the
K.win, I In- - operator In I.oj man that he may be removed to some
J.
AiiKVh". mIiom- iiiMliare cuuvtl tlu 'o h'r c ui;'.y jail until Ills trial is
Li 'u I KieraplidV strike.
h I.
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CITIZEN.

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

VMiK TOO.

raised an awful dust, and the result
was very pleasing.
The score:
ALBUQUERQUE.
Players
AH.lt. H. TO. A. E.
Kim X. l!b
Clancy, ss

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
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DOES SANTA

i iwH.r im

EE

OWN MIDLAND
VALLEY?
Well Founded Report That Big

SEVEN STRAIGHT

in

urni-mr- i

iw

bring the cars to the line free of
charges In order to get the use of
them for hauling freight to Mexico.
This will tnle a longer time to get
them to the Central, but It will mean
a saving of thousands of dollars to
the road and It is probable that In
the future all new cars will be sent
through In this way.

Score 5 to

Mike Brennan, fireman of passenger engine Xo. 4 34 of the Santa Fe,
came In from San Marrlal thl morning and will get married while here
to a Harvey house waitress, after
which he will return with his bride
Marcial and report for duty.
Chanute, Kan., August 19. Ru- to ElSanPaso
Herald.
mors have been rife for months that
a
leasing or rur.
the Santa Fe Intended Midland
alley
W. G. Fields has resigned as depot
rhasinn outright the line having
a master at the local station and has
railroad, a southern
Inaccepted the Important position as
racknfte of 312 miles. outAuthentic
territorial solicitor for the Continent1n
Chnnute
formation has leaked sources which al
Casualty Accident company. 3. E.
from authoritative
Overstreet has succeeded Mr. Fields
makes It seem certain that the of a"'
as
depot agent, having left the train
the
Fe will assume entire control
road September l. stray bits of In- service.
In substance the
"While handling a heavy piece of
for several weeks
formation gleaned following
accurate
feel In the local shops Saturday,
unite to form the s purchase.
GenGeorge Montgomery had his foot
account of the road
"r bruised so badly that It is feared that
Prt W.
eral Manager Hurley andPresident
part of the member may have to
officials including Vice Superintendbe amputated.
The heavy Iron slipJ. Jensen, and General made recent ped
from the air hoist pulley and fell
ent Fox. have both
o
Midland
n his foot.
trips to Tulsa where the Santa
Fe,
the
Vallev connects with not
withbeen
George Coekran, the Santa Fe en
have
visits
and their
of a gineer who underwent a successful
out significance. The erection largest
Friday
peratlon
for appendicitis
mammoth round house, the
of evening, Is now improving rapidly.
In the state, the double trackingand
Chanute.
through
line
main
tne
for the installation
Fred Jacobson. the popular gang
the preparations
plant are nil links foreman at the shops, has returned
of a private water
corroborate
to
tending
a thirty day vacation spent in
of evidence
It is from
he east with relatives.
the deMgn of the SantasuchFe.extensive
scarcely probable that
improvements would be made bere
II. S. Van Slyck. general livestock
for the traffic of the Southern Kan- agent for the Santa Fe, with head- sas alone.
uarters at El Paso, was an Aluu- Valunblo Fwiler.
querque visitor.
maago
The Santa Fe some time
M. S. Bulger, general yardmaster
terially increased didUs so capitalisation
the pur- for the railroads entering El Paso,
and it is believedpurchasingfor the
stock passed through this city this morning
pose of quietly
The latter when
en route east.
of the new road.regarded
rced-e- r
a
as
was
constructed,
been
Special Officer Joe Sheridan was a
havln
ancl
Fe
Santa
the
for
Midland Valley Is northbound passenger this morning.
built to sell. The
Arkanrunning
from
miles long,
distance of
sas City to Fort Smith, toa Hartford,
a
BUSI273 miles, and thence
At present It HE BYRNE
distance of 39 miles. pass
engers
and
handles only local
be or
freight but as a feeder it would
NESS COLLEGES
conceivable value to the Santa Fe.
miles tnro.u.K
It runs for a hundred
named from tne ramous jjyrne
a traffic which so
coal and timber lands
systems, which they teach and con- the Santa Fe does not now touch,
inese
rol throughout tnis section.
famous colleges are located as Ty
from Fort Smith, these
College,
fruit trade nmrtuce
Commercial
Tvler
500.000 tons anbituminous ler, Texas; Fredonia Business Col
.ui ' ,!., " e
'
the lege, Fredonla, Kansas; capital
including
l
umii.i
V'"' .' .U- Iioo cmokeleas. The de Mils ness College, uuinrie,
College, 46 N.
- Tn
varies from four MemphisSt., Commercial
AthTenn.,
and
Memphis,
gas
Second
and
Besides the oil
to
Athens, Ga.
. ten i feet.
.v- .- ).,rrllnrv field. Which IS ens Business College.
success
most
by
They are
far the
in the
j ful chain of business colleges to be
at presenti tne nevi
in.
..mi n rpru ur
They are all con
in
America.
found
to
tne
pool
from the famous Glenn
on the same plan and under
nt the irnlf nine line compi ducted
.i
Fpeclallsts
under tne
expert
trained
rn,. Tnirni hranch has lour
i
of the famous Byrne Sim
Aav and the other branch author
plified shorthand practical bookkeep
These trains or t lnir
one each way.
and all offer eoual advantages.
be run through
least the freights will account
nlace every graduate in a good
Thev
for the
uhi, h mav
i,.,.,,o
free of charge, give me mom
Ami bin tracking here.
Chas. Inger- - position
practical and extensive
thorough,
f PhllndelDhta, Is president,gen-J,- courses
be had, and at the least
to
T. ,1 Holden. vice t president and
expense.
e
nosvib
m.nmrcr Ai h heaclnuaners
ai beautifully illustratedWrite lor large
free
Muskogee, and J. H. Harris of Mua catalog. Address
the school you would
kogee Is general superintendent.
prefer to attend.
HAS
rirTir FT.1P
Endorsed by the County.
A11KD TO ITS RECORD
"The most popular remedy In Otse
No. 1672
That Santa Fe engine
go county, and the best friend of my
was a veritable death trap from the famiiv,"
writes win. m. jjieus. eauor
n,r,mnt it tirat left the shops of thea and publisher
of the Otsego Journal
in
Baldwin Locomotive Works
N. T., "is Dr. King's
been Gllber'svllle.
iHl mon ths ago has
New Discovery. It has proved to be
riinclustvelv nroven by a second ter
an Infallible cure for coughs and
on
place
took
which
explosion,
rible
making short work of the
California several colds,
hrt const line In
keep
of the worst of them. We always
days ago, causing the death Injuring
bottle in the house. 1 believe it to
engineer and fireman and
prescription
most
valuable
be
the
crew
several members of the freight
known for lung and throat diseases.
In a car near the engine.
u hr,
to never disappoint the
Guaranteed
as
remembered
be
will
No. 1672
,
iii.fMteH monster that blew up at taker, by all druggists. Price 60c and
bottle free.
Trial
$1.00.
killing
Onava several months ago, was
be
hree men. At that time it
lieved that the explosion was caused
th Imnroner feeding of the oil
into th burners. At least the Santa
v official had enough confidence
in the Raldwin Deople to warrant
and
them gathering up the pieces
shipping the wreckage back eawt to
be rebuilt.
Kvorul weeks ago the engine pass
to ths
ed through this city en route
coast and now comes the news of ua
rl a master which is almoin
t.rrlhk. All the firit.
The engineer who took the engln
wtct. it id said, was afraid to make
he trln He is reported to have told
eveml of the Santa Fe officials that
but it Is evl
the engine was unsafe,was
paid to hi
rfnt that no attention
He did not allow his fire
pounds
170
over
carrv
mnn to
tenm nt nnv time and probably tha
the failure of the big oil
ficounts forexplode
a second time on
burner to
tnis division. a
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Hit For

Anderson, 8b.
W. Parsons, If. .
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Ball Dope.

rev. cf
Lopez, p.
A

LMgneo,

The Albuquerque Brownies uncere
moniously took another game from
the Santa Fe Centrals yesterday, making It seven straight for the season.
The score yesterday was 5 to 0, and
this score reflects the quality of the
sport very well.
Just like the game of the Sunday
previous, only different, the Browns
played ball yesterday from the drop
of the hat, and the Ancients did likewise.
For five innings the play
went along with no score showing on
either side of the score sheet. Several times both teams advanced run
ners as far as third base, but each
time a runner got this far there was
tightening up, by pitchers and sup
port, with the result that there was
nothing doing in the tally line.
The first scores were made in the
sixth inning. The rowns broke over
their long established rule of waiting
till the seventh to win. Some one
evidently lost track of the game, or
else the Brownies' lucky star was
moved up a notch.
McDonald opened the fire works
with a Texas leaguer over short stop.
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9
30 0 4 24
Total
Score bv Innings
5
Albuquerque ..0
0 0
Santa Fe
Summary:
Two base hits Gal
gano and Lopes. Struck out iy Cra- ble in five Innings, fi; by Galgano in
four innings. 3: by Lopes 7. Passed
balls McDonald 1; Pettus 1. Stolen
basest Galgano, L. Anderson. Umpire,
Combs.
Time, 1:30.

0000230
00000000

BASK

BAI L

POPE.

The tall man, who played short for
Santa Fe yesterday and made two of
the Ancients' five hits. Is a real es
tate agent from the thriving town of
Stanley. N. M.. in the Estancla val
lev.
Captain George Parsons benched
D. Anderson yesterday because th
latter was not delivering the kind of
ball he is capable of delivering.
sons received some opposition from
the rest of the Ancients, when he
sent Anderson to the bench, but lm- mediately put a stop to the talk by
telling the bunch that he was captain
of that team.
A bunch of blacksmiths from the
Denver Iron works handed the Trlnl
dad bunch, boosters and hot air mer
chants, a red hut piece of pig iron
In Saturday's game played at Denver,
ThA score was 6 to 3.
The Old Town base ball ciud neia
on a ripping two base hit over third)
an enjoyable dance at Society hall
base by Galgann. I.ft Fielder W. Saturday
night. About eighty couples
Parsons couldn't find the ball and
present. The loys raised quite
Oalgano went to the third station. were
a sum of money, which they expec
Short Stop Tarr, the Estancla valley to
use !n defraying the expenses of
wonder, muffed Graham s high fly a triD
to make to &o
and Galgano hung up another score. corro totheyclavpropose
Socorro Kedmen
The Inning closed by Ixipez throwing Manager David the
Perea saya that the
Iiathburn out.
team still claims the am
The weakening of Iopez noticable Old Town
of the territory
In the sixth lapsed over
Into
the ateur championship games
with any
seventh. Four hits, a passed ball and an (lis open forteams.
a stolen base netted the Brownies and all amateur
three more scores In this Inning, and
there the tally making ended. Lopez CHANGHS MADE IN
was still weak In the eighth, however,
POSTAL SKK 11 and handed the Brownies two more
"Washington.
D. C August 19.
Tirrio D. Vargas has been appointed
nosl master at Caniilon, Bio Arriba
countv. vice w. P. Sharpe, resigned
A commission as postmaster has been
Issued to Thomas J. Thompson, at
h!,Tri!i
V. I.
The star service schedule from Al
buouernue to Padillas Is as follows
Leave Albuquerque Monday, Wed
nesdav and Saturday at 2 p. m., ar
rive I'nillllas bv 5:45 P. m.
Leave Padlllas Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday at 8:15 a. m., arrive
Albuquerque by 12 m.
I

MACHINERY FOR
LAST CIIAXCE MINE
Sliver Citv. N. M.. August 19.
miu-- f lull
Mlnin
The Ernestine
e ni nn n v In the Moaollon district, 1
enlarging
its
greatly improving and
mill at the ramous iasi i.niince mine.
Quite a large quantity of new ma
chinprv Is now on tha way and ai
soon as it arrives the work in the
mine will be rapidly pushed.
XITIV

4i

Crablo, tlio Browns' new southpaw,
In action.
marks for the base hit column, a total of nine for the last three innings.
Crable pitched the first live Innings
for the home boys and was lucky
enough to get away with the
mo
ul l w u jnu. uaisoiiu ciii. in
sixth and escaped with three hits, one
of which was a two bagger, hit by
Lopez.
The only feature of the game was
the enthusiasm displayed by the spectators. All worthy plays were cheered lustily, and errors and soldering
and poor 'base running roasted ac
ALUuquerque
ittl.a
cordingly.
nrci
mere wun ine rooung, wnen uiu
getrun
It.
When the
Brownies need
ting began in the sixth yesterday, the
grand stand stood up and shouted as
"Lopez, here's where
in on voice:
you get yours." Levy Brothers' big
red steamer snorted and buzzed and
let-do-

I will mall you trto, to prove merit.
samples of my Dr. Snoop's Kestora
lve. and my Book on either Dyspep'
sla. The Heart or The Kidneys,or
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart
Kldnevs are merely symptoms of
deeper ailment.
Don't make the
common error of treating symptom
nlv. Symptom treatment Is treatln
ailment, and not
result
the
,.
.. of your Clnmich
n erven
Satomacn
the Inside nerves mean
And the Heart,
weakness, always.
well,
as
have their con
and Kldncvs
Weaken
troll'ng or inside nerves.
these nerves, and you Inevitably have
Here is where
weak vital organs.
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Its
even Claim
remedy
No
fame.
other
Also
to treat the "Inside nerves."
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
Shoop's
Re
or complexion, use Dr.
Write me today for sam
storatlve.
nl and free Rook. Dr. Shoop, Ha
cine. Wis. The Restorative Is sold by
all dealers
TV--- 1,

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor
Bowel complaints arc always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his best horse going for a doctor
when some of his family was suffering from cramp colic or cholera
Be prepared for such an emergency.
morbus.

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Is the most successful medicine yet produced for these diseases and can
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
always be depended upon.
It is almost certain to be needed before the Summer'is over. Buy it now.
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JUST RECEIVED
A large assortment of

J

In-

Sam SI ian and wife, of Silver Cily.
Angeles.
are visitors In
grains and Brussels Rugs
W. D. Kennedy, of
an Marcial,
and Carpets and a full
spent Sunday In Las Vegas.
Mrs. J. H. Walker, of Raton. Is
line of Linoleum-Every-thi- ng
Islting relatives In Santa Fe.
W. 10. Frelsner, of Las Vegas, left
to furnish the house
yesterday fur a visit In Kansas Cily.
Frank Guerin, of Glorleta. N. M..
is a visitor In Las Vegas yesterday.
WE CAN'T AND WILL NOT BE UNMrs. D. Oitlz and mother have re
turned to ltiberla after a visit In Las
DERSOLD.
CASH OR PAYMENT
egas.
Ed Layne, wife and daughter have
returned to Silver City from a visit
in the east.
J. H. Cully has returned to his
West End Viaduct
home at Wagon Mound after a visit
In Las Vegas.
Mrs. A. M. Leeson and daughter, of
Santa Fe, will leave this week for a
visit In Denver.
G. Flshburn and family,
of Lus
Vegas, left Sunday for a thirty days
trip in the east.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Garvin and son
nave returned to Las Vegas from a
trip in the east.
Samuel and Mrs. Llndauer have re
turned to Sliver City from a vacation
spent In eastern cities
Judge William J. Mills and Court
Stenographer W. E. Gortner, of Las
Vegas, were capital city visitors Sat
urday.
Miss Marie Douglas, who has been
A.Wood
visiting in Las Vegas, passed through Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter
city
yesterday
en
to
the
route
Los
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
Angeles.
Mrs. Addison Walker, of Trinidad
ALL KINDS1VEHICLEI
Colo., and her two sons are
the
ALBUQUEROUE
guests of J. II. Walker and wife in
Wrlti ns for
NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe.
Catalogue
and
Priors
Eugenlo Romero, mayor of Mora.
Al.,
N.
has returned home, accom
panied by his family, after a short
visit in Las Vegas.
J. D. Eak1n, President.
Cbi. Mellsl, ertUT
Rev. H. Van Valkenbure, pastor of
O. BicB.ec si,
0. Oloml, Vic President.
the Methodist church at Las Vegas,
resumed his pulpit yesterday after
vacation spent In the mountains.
Miss Spitz, daughter of Mr. and
to
Mrs. Solomon Spitz, Is expected
CaeecsiOTi to
return to her home at Santa Fe this
MEL1NI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A CIOMI.
week after a visit in Long Beach,
IN

J-

ADDITION AL

The Mexican Central Is receiving a
ehipment of 3l0 cars by way of LaIn
redo and !ie International line.
the past the road has been bringing
shops
the cars through from the car
in trains and paying freight on them
for the entire haul.
Owh.g to the scarcity of cars the
to
connecting lines nve agreed

0
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WANTS TO OPF.N

JIRK.IIT ANt.EL TRAIL
IVafh Inert on. D. C.. August 17.
Gardiner Lathrop and Thomas Nor
ton. representing the Santa Fe Hall
in
road comttany. today urged theopen
terior department toto throw
fan-yo- n
Grand
the
Bright Angel trail
of Arizona as a free roadway and
to dislodge ft. H. Cameron, who for
yearn has collected 11 toll from each
the canyon.
tourist going into
The railroad company claims Cameron has no legal right to collect the
toll: that the trail belongs to the
and Is subject to the
forest
that the
control of the government;
toll charge is a great annoyance and
abolished.
be
should
under
Cameron claims possession
legislature
en act of the Arizona
by
approved
which has never been
to
the president. The asrailroad offers
a free highway
maintain the trail
trespasser
if Cameron Is ousted as a
by the government.

0

R

An. It. H PO. A. E.

PetUis, c
I). Anderson, 2b..

Blngles-Ba- se

1

1

4
4
4
4

34

riayers

0

1

SANTA

Parsons, lb.
Farr, ss. , ,i
G.

4
2

1

3

Total

Superintendent Etter, of the Rio
Grande division of the Santa Fe. savs
that In point of mileage his division
Is handling more merchandise than
any other division on the entire Santa Fe sytem. Four extra train crews
have been added to his division during the last few weeks and still the
business can not be handled readily.
This Is the division lying between El
Paso and Albuquerque.

System Has Purchased
Feeder.

Galliano,
Graham,
Itnthburn,

3
0
0

4

MONDAY.

Is

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

CO.

J. Korber & Co.

Trerci

Consolidated Liquor Company
WHOLKtALK DEALER

Cal.

George S. Ramsey hns returned
from Denver, where he went as
witness for the government in the
Lost Bullion Spanish Mines company
case
Prof. J. A. Miller, of the Albuquer
que high school, who has been a con
tluctor ot the teachers institute l:
Sandoval county. Is now conducting
a similar school of instruction a
Taos.
Miss Auro Gray,

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

kup tvrytblng la
most fastidious

Hook to outfit tho

bar comploto

Have been appo'nted exclusive agents In the Southwest far Jee. ft.
Sehlltx, Wm. Ump and St Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, 'V. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, LOula Hunter, T.J. Men.
aroh, and other etandard krunde of whlaklee too numerous te mention
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Imertee.
received by hi from tae
But aell the Btratglit article
Diat'.llerlea and Breweries In tie United btat a. Call aad lnaieet emi
Stock and PTicf 7, or write tor Illustrated CaUUftie nut Iriui Wet.
latued to dealera only.

of Ocean Park
California, left this morning for he
home after a very pleasant visit o
several weeks in Santa Fe as the
guest of the Miss Heluise Dibert
and Di'berta Dibert.
Secretary Benjamin M. Read, of the
law revision commission, left Santa
Fe today for Roswell, to be presen mjumomjo)0909vmo9K09omomomo9
at the annual meeting of the Terrl
which wil
torial Bar association,
meet in that city on the 21st Instant
Mr. Read will deliver an address on
the work of the law revision commls
sion at the session.
Judge ana Mrs. W. H. Pope, o
Roswell, have Issued invitations for
a reception to De given at tneir nom
In the prosperous city on the Pecos
your
lot me paper ant paint
river on the evening ot weanesuay
(rnnrnntenl.
Satisfaction
house.
the 21st Instant, in honor of the visit
mall
orders.
Prompt attention to
ing members of the New Mexico Bar
association. Several of these lnvita
Stacy & Co.
EMMONS,
D.
successor
city
J.
to
in
received
this
been
tions have
Mr. and Mrs. Roy R. Randall, o
O
South Soconaand Lead
Boston, Mass., are guests at the home
ooeK)vDev3cBOcoeveX5ey3ea
of Mrs. Arthur Spearln, Mrs. Itan cmrmcMCmcMacma9xyo)cycoox
dall's sister, in Santa Fe. Mr. Ran
dall Is national president of the Post
er Artists association.
Phone No. 482
2t North First Strrt.
Nathan Salmon, of Santa Fe, left
this afternoon with a party of friend
for Jemez Hot Springs, where he will
spend several weeks recuperatmg
from his recent illness, from whle
he has not fully recovered.
People living along the Santa F
Central railway in the Estancla val
ley will be pleased to learn that th
Santa Fe board of trade has seen tit
to petition the postoftlce department
to put railway mail eervice on the
Central. The service at present could
not be worse, but it may be added,
proIt Is all that the department
vides for. A letter mailed in Albuquerque goes to Santa Fe and through
the Santa Fe office, before it is given
to the Santa Fe Central for delivery
into the Estancla valley.
A. M. Dettlebach, secretary of the
ft Ice Company.
Southwestern Brewery
association,
New Mexico
Firemen's
and marshal of the Santa Fe fire department, returned to .Santa Fe last
night from a trip to the Pecos valTHE
ley.
He visited Roswell, Carlsbad,
and Artesia. all of which towns will
be represented
at the forthcoming
to
be held
firemen's tuornament
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
during fair week at Albuquerque.
says
are
aooui
there
Mr. Dettlebach
one hundred members of the lire- Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flialkote Roofing
men s association in tne fecos val
ley and he is well pleased with the
of
In
interest
trip
the
his
of
results
Altaqoerqixe, New Mexico
that organization.
First and Marquette
A very pretty wedding occurred at
Manse Thursday,
the Tresbyterlan
August 15th, at 10:30 a. m., when
Arthur S. Culbertson and Miss Anna
M. Strack were united in marriage
by Rev. Ralprt M. Smith, the pastor
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
church.
of the First Presbyterian
The Presbyterian ring service was
R. R. HALL, Rroprlmtor
came ironi
used. Mr. Cumertson
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; CharNew York City last January and
ting. Pulleys, Grade Bare, Babbit Metal; Columns as J Iroe
since that time has been store manager of the Hanover Mercantile com
Fronts tor Bulldlnga.
pany. Miss Strack arrived in silver
Repair on Mining and Mill Maahlnary a Stpaolalty
City from New York City August 13.
Foundry east aide ot railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Culbertson left during 9
where they
the day for Hanover,
will reside. The best wishes of many
friends go with them. Silver City
(N. M.) Enterprise.
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Weill Paper!

DIAMOND
ICE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Oe00C)Oe0CO00CCO CTO00CCO0C0OaCC)ei

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup
CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
Relieves Colde by working them out of
tha system through a copious and beaiuiy
action of tha bowels.
A
by de&nslnff the
Riliavei Couch
mucous membranes of the throat, cheat
and bronchial tubes.
A Dleaaant to he taste
aa Maple Sugar
t

Children Like It,
For BACKACHE-WE- AK
OiWltt't Kldnej tU Bladder

KIDNEYS Try
Pilli--

Sun

inl Ul

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covere more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDINO
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
PAPER Always In atock.
Paint, Glass, Bash, Doors, Etc.
IlltST STKEET AND COAL AVK. ALBCQCKRQrE, NEW MKT
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

OeK)Kj4BOttOOeX3eKC0C0
A. C.

lill.H KE ajul JOHN

S.

MITCHELL Invite their friends to make

New Mexico

headquarters at

awWi

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cara stop at the Hollenbeck door.
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MOVTY,

ACOrST

1.

ALBUQUERQUE

ItOT.

FIVE

BULLETIN LUSITANIA,

NEW

DAY

ATLANTIC

EVENING

CITIZEN.

'
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TfTRKTT.

LINER,

IS WONDER OF LUXURY IN THIS LUXURIOUS AGE
INTERESTS

Copper Prince Mining Co.

OLfflEN
Scientific Work Is of Unusual
Benefit to That
Industry.

liiiiii
m
A;fM$MtfMpy

Washington, D. P., Amurt
knowledge of the conditions that govern the nccumiilntlon of petroleum
In pools is of the greatest practical
value to the oil men, und Investigations to determine these conditions
have been carried on for a number
of years hy the geologists of the
United .States geological survey in
various
district. The
results of some recent work of this
In
Pennsylvania. Ohio and West
kind
Virginia, by Messrs. W. T. Urlswold
and M. J. Munn, have Just been published by the survey as Bulletin No.
19.
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Capital Stock Only 300,000 Shares

ltfi

PropertyCracker Jack District, Death

Valley, Calif., Co.
9, Cromwell Building, Albuquerque
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I.uslnmlii would
llm 0 Hip
ftxt long, sJio

IMk if slic.i.til.I In-- , pic k.tl up ntul
would lino up with tlirro of tlie gri-a- t

lall down In ltroalmiy.
lilin ks.

CARD

SyWhaT
BEEN

VI

ABOLISHED

Telluride. Colo., August 19. The
Mining company,
Gen. Bulkeley Wells of Denver, genone of the largeral superintendent,
est mining corporations In this district, has abolished the card system
that has been In vogue at the mines
and mills of that company since the
big and bloody strike of 19u3.
The announcement that the Smuggler-Union
had decided to abolish
by Genthe card svstem was madecame
like
eral Wells hlnuself. and it
sky.
a
clear
from
clip
a thunder
General Wells has been one of the
most bitter foes of union mine labor
of
and of the Western Federation
Miners In the west.
Smuggler-Unio- n

READY

MONEY

125

--

Balance, $20.00 a Month

Now York

City,

lk-ln- a

The Board of Directors have authorized the sale of
a block of J 0,000 shares AND NO MORE, at 25

Liverpool, August 19. The grant
turbine Lusitania of the Cunard line,
has JuH completed her trials and
cents per share on above terms for the purpose of
early In September she will start on
her first voyage to New Tork to win
Imck for Great Britain the blue ribthe main shaft, which is now in good ore, J 00
bon of the Atlantic. She will be the
first five-da- y
boat.
Twenty-fiv- e
and a half knots an
feet deeper. All we
is enough money to meet
hour was her trial record under full
steam, and in weather not entirely
suited to racing. With Ideal wind
the pay roll for several months until we can begin
and water, her quadruple screws will
be able to push her along at a
pace. This doesn't mean so
shipping ore to the Needles Smelter, less
J 00
much until the Lusltitnia's
huge
bulk has been realized. She Is as
miles by rail.
long as the Auditorium hotel and
Annex at Chicago, and she would
line up with three blocks in the busiclaim adjoining us on the south
last week
ness section of New York.
In her engines Is the power of 68,- 000 horses. There are three promsold for
we are in receipt of several
enade decks, the top one covering
1
acres, and 8 V4 times around is a
mile. There are 29 miles of trainletters from responsible parties inquiring
we
ing and beams and 6,000,000 rivets
In the ship.
But even this gives no adequate
for the property as a whole
would
IS
Idea of the size of the vessel. It Is
In the huge drawing room or
the
dining room that the proportions of
we prefer to sell only the 10,000
the Lusitania are adequately realized.
Ther are no long tables In the dining
shares
room. The whole space Is filled with
to Albuquerque investors
we believe it
small tables that can accommodate
320 persons. That tiumlier of diners
a sure winner. Address
would crowd the largest restaurant
once,
In America.
Her Drawing Room
D.
B.
A ball room the tize of the Lusitania drawing room, would be a feature of a. king's palace.
Albuquerque,
Mexico.
The cabins on the boat are almost ns large as hotel bed rooms.
The rooms have telephones In them,
and when the vessel arrives in New
York there will be connection with
all the land wires.
Brass bedsteads,
silk tapestry
lined walls and vtlk curtains are
common. Two regal suites are the
They could not
Lusttania's pride.
be bettered by a spendthrift millionaire on land. Each contains
two
bed rooms, a dining room, a drawing room and bath. The dining room
Is paneled with fine Italian walnut,
enriched with carved ornaments and
Finest Whlsklss
moldings of burnished
gold. The
buffet writing table, dining table and
revolving chairs are also In Italian nyt American Block, per
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
fl.50
walnut and gold. The chimney piece Anthracite Nut, per ton ton. . $8.50
BARNETT, Prop'r.
Is a particularly
JOSEPH
fine
specimen of Anthracite Stove and
Furnace
marble, with marble
per ton
$0.50
SAMRLe AND
hearth to match, and a log fire. The
panel celling In white and gold, the
West Railroad Avenoe
2
CLUB BOOMS
green silk curtains, portlers, and carpet, complete a very artistic portion
of the suite. A sliding glass screen
separates this room from the draw"Everybody Should Know."
ing room, which is pnneled in white
says O. O. Hays, a prominent
busiwith carved gilt moldings, enriched
ness man of Bluff, Mo., that Buck-len- 's
DRY CEDAR
with beautiful painted panels of flowPINION
Arnica Salve is the quickest
ers.
AND TOKNIIiLO.
and surest healing salve ever applied
On Dock
to
sore, burn or wound, or to a
a
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.
On the promenade deck there Is
case of piles. I've used it and know
a series of en suite rooms, furnished
what I'm talking about." Guaranteed
by different firms who were given
by all druggists. 25a.
carte blanche, each decorator trying
to outrival the others. The result is
602 SOUTH HRT STREET.
a set of rooms of such magnificence
"RcR-ulnsut the Snn."
that probably no hotel in the world
Is an expression as old as the race.
could afford to support.
No doubt the rising and setting of
Electric lights are scattered everythe sun Is the most regular performwhere, and there are 60 clocks, all
ance in the universe, unless It Is
electrically regulated from the bridge
the
action of the liver and bowels
chronometer.
when regulated with Dr. King's New
The second cla-s-s accommodation
Life Pills. Guaranteed by all drugIs better than the first claws on the
gists. 26c.
Cunard liners Etrurla and Umbria.
There is the same generous space as
in first rla.w, and three large public rooms, larger than on a private
yacht of a millionaire.
tends
The steerage
have a
deck running almost the length of
the Bhlp for themselves, and of the
802 third class rooms, 40 are
The flexible sole Red Cross
and 237 four-bertthe others
TTie
accommodating six and eight people
Shoe is
standard Railway of Mexico
from
each.
ot
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was

$150,000 and
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what

take

BUT IT

NOT FOR SALE
and

as

at
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1

1

THE

want

Ammiulutlnn.
The chief factors in the accumulaoil
are the geologic structure
tion of
of the
rocka and the salt
water contained in the different producing sands.
These sands vary
greatly in the extent of their saturation with salt water. The younger
sands, or those nearer the surface,
comprise much larger areas that are
completely saturated, and the satura-

1

HAVEN'T

sinking

Oil

T.

WHO

Secy.

The Stock Should Be Worth Double the Price Before You Make the Third Payment

st

1IAIK DRESSER ANT CHIROPO-VISMrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe. Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and InShe gives massage
growing nails.
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

THOSE

$25.00 Down

The Investigation of Mr. Grlswold
and Mr. Munn Involved the solution
First,
of two Important questions:
what are the physical lawn under
which oil accumulates In pools: ana
second, how many of the conditions
of this accumulation can be determined prior to actual test by the
drill. The area selected for study
was that portion of the Appalachian
oil field comprising the Steubenvllle
Ohio-WeVirginia and the
and Claysville Pennsylvania, quadrangles, within which Ho
most of the white
sands of the Appalachian field. This
area, about 6S0 square miles In extent, has been tested by numerous
wells and Includes large and Important developed oil pools from the
Berea, the Hundred-Foo- t,
the Gordon, the Fourth and the Fifth Bands.
Records of the conditions discovered
by the many test wells were collected, and a map of one of the principal
sands In each
quadrangle was drawn to represent
the sand as if all of the material
above It had been removed and Its
tipper surface exposed to view. From
the facts thus assembled general laws
applicable to the different oil accumulations have been deduced.

t

FOR

D. K. B. SELLERS,

500 SHARES

31S.

tion decreases downward with each
succeeding sand. The fifth, the deepest sand from which oil has been
produced within the region, contains
salt water only In very small areas
In the very lowest spots.
The oil has accumulated In different places with reference to the high
the,
and low points of the rocks, upplace of accumulation depending
on the quantity of salt water contained In the sand rocks. In those sandstones that are completely saturated
found on high places;
the oil
where the oil sands contain water
only up to a certain height around
the side of a structural basin as If
It were a bowl half filled with water
the oil lies at the top of the water
and extends around the basin In
lines at the same elevation, following
the strike of the structure; where
there Is little or no water in the
aands the oil accumulates In the
syncline or lowest part of the oil
sand.
Mapping Underground Sand.
The possibility of accurately mapping an underground sand without
the use of many well records was
determined only for the area Investigated, for the accuracy of the results
of uch work depends on the degree
that exlts between
of parallelism
the different geologic strata outcropping at the surface that is, on the
regularity or Irregularity of the relations between the strata outcropping at the surface and the oil sands.
Before wells are drilled it Is, of
course. Impossible to map a sand, or
even to say that it exists; but If In
any area test wells drilled not over
3 to 5 miles apart have penetrated
the same sand, the high and low
ppots of the sand and the slopes between these spots may be mapped
with an error not greater than 10 or
20 feet. If the outcropping strata accurately Indicate the structure.
The bulletin Just published explains the methods of work and includes detailed maps of the quadCopies of It
rangles Investigated.
may be obtained free of charge by
applying to the Director of the United States Geological Survey at
Washington, D. C.
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Feeders Anxious to Get Any Annual Session

be Held
in This City During
Fair.

thing In Line of
Sheep.
Somebody down east is taking on
an unusual strut by trying to outdo
Herod In the purchase of the range
stock now going to market.
Kak
Merodach would have laughed at this
performance but It may be that the
wise men of the
east have some
knowledge of what they are doing
although it does not look much like
It.
At Chicago the other day Idaho
grass yearlings
brought 17.85 with
dry ewes at $5.60. This stock was
raw oft the short grass and had
never pei the color of grain.
It
might be amusing to Imagine what
the stufT will bring when it wafis
back from the feed lots next spring.
.Mutton Unknown In Japan.
It is quite singular that so far no
large scheme of cold storage has been
adopted in Japan and this would appear to be a profitable opening for
American capital.
Mutton Is hardly
known throughout the whole of Nippon. There are no native sheep, ths
pasturage being altogether until for
them. Any sheep, which are purchased mainly for the foreign residents, are brought from China and
killed In Japan. Not one Japanese In
a hundred thousand, has probably
ever tasted mutton and among the
foreign population this meat is so
prized that to send a shoulder of
mutton to a friend Is considered quits
a delicate attention.
Sheep are not
particularly adapted to the tropics
and when bred under such conditions
their wool eventually becomes kempy
and finally turns to hair und this
may be the reason why all the sheep
In that country are goats.

Ilujlng Pettier.

The talk about Colorado feeder
refusing to till up their feedlots at
as hl(!h as those of last year
was all mountain air for they are
actively engaged in contracting thin
stock for fall delivery at tiures fully
as high. Furthermore they are taking everything that wears wool but It
might be well to add that the stuff
purchased thus far Is of extraordinary
rool quality with the run of shrimps
to he picked up later. Colorado has
a big hay crop this year and feeders
have evidently come to the concluDyspepand
Indigestion
sion that the best method of marketKodol for
vegetable
aiids
ing It will be to convert it into live
of
preparation
a
is
sia
found mutton as heretofore.
The wisest
and contains the same Juices digest!
It
buyers have been a little foxy In slipIn a healthy stomach.
y
O'HIel-lH.
by
J.
Sold
rango
Into
you
eat.
ping
out
country withthe
what
out sending a brass band ahead.
& Co.
ce
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To the Volunteer. Exempt and Paid
Firemen of New Mexico:

Greeting:
The seventh annual convention of
me New Mexico Association of Firemen is hereby called to meet at
N. M., on Tuesday, Oct.
8th, at 10 o'clock a. m.
All cities, towns and villages In
which this association
shall
have
members, shall be entitled to one rep.
resentative for each ten members, not
including the vice president of said
city, town or village, who is a representative and an officer thereof.
The following members have been
appointed as vice presidents of their
cities:
Henry C. Alarid, Santa Fe: Kugenio
Fena, Las Vegas; W. O. Wood, Las
Vegas; chas. Whiteman, Itoswell; C.
H. Echols, Artesla;
It. Ohnemus,
Carlsbad; P. F. Ityan, Albuquerque;
C. F. Ityan. American Lumber company fire department, Albuquerque.
The tournament in connection with
the convention will be held on OcL
8, 9 and 10.
All prize money has
been guaranteed by the fair association and will be held under the rules
and regulations of the association. All
contestants must be members of
same.
The first benefits under the new-lato be paid by the association have
been paid to the heir of the late Wm.
Bolander. one of the charter members of the Santa Fe fire department
and an old member of this association. The amount of benefit was
100.
Now all who can, come. Join, and
get acquainted with the rest of the
firemen of New Mexico.
Tours fraternally,
--

B. ltrPPK,
President N. M. A.
A. M. DKTTLUBACH,
Secretary N. M. A. F.
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Got a free sample ot Dr. Shoop'i
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Shoop
has
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet It ha
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
Dr. Shonp's Health Coffee Imitation
is made from pure toasted grains or
cereals, with Malt. Nuts, etc.
Made
In a minute.
No tedious wait.
You
will surely like it.
"""4 by C. U.
Brlgham.
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CAN YOU BEAT THIS?

Albuiiorguu

Irove It.

After reading the public statement
of this representative citizen of Albuquerque given below, you must come
to this conclusion: A remedy which
cured years ago, which has kept the
kidneys in good health since, can be
relied upon to perform the same
work in other cases. Read this:
Mrs. J. Hall, of 322 West Huning
avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
says:
"My daughter used Doan'i
Kidney Pills with very good results.
She suffered for over a 'year with severe pains across her loins and kidneys, so severe at times that she was
unable to be around.
I heard of
Doan's Kidney Pills and Induced her
to try them. Khe felt great relief
from the first and continued their
use until cured. I gave a statement
to this effect some four years ago,
and would say today, January Slst,
1907, that we were not only given
reason to appreciate Doan's Kidney
Pills at that time, but both my
daughter and myself will vouch for
their value as strongly as ever, and
can heartily recommend them to
other sufferers."
For sale by all dealers.
Price B0
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo.
New York, sole agents for the United
btates.
Kemember the name Doan's and
take no other.
No. 29
Kennedy's laxative Cough Syrup
acts gently upon the bowels an.l
clears the whole system of coughs
and colds. It promptly relieves inflammation of the throat and allays
Irritation. Sold by J. H. O Rlelly &

C.

In the way of bakery products? Cer
tain it Is that you'll travel many a
weary mile to even equal our c&kea,
pies, pastry, rolls, etc.
Our goods
a re always In demand, because those

who know appreciate their excellence. But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of out
success.

PIONEER BAKERY
$07 South

First Street,

If You Want A

comfort able

The burning and

aching

;aused by stiff soles nd the
evils of thin soles aie Dre- rented bv the Red Crc ss. It
:nables a woman to be on her
eet for hours at a time with
omfort.

stvlist
shoe that's
A

ibsolutely
rotnfortaclc

The City of Mexico
and many other places worth
seeing.
The Richest Mining, Lumber
and Cattle Producing land
Made Accessible by This
Great System.

TOURISTS

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Paumt Colt AWiir,

"

U-o-

)xfo
$3-- 5

right.

From the north to the south
and with its branch lines reaches ths most important cities,
uoh as Chihuahua. Torreon,
Zacatec-as- ,
AguascaJientea, San
Louis, Potosl. Tampico, Irapua-to- ,
Guadalajara,

Can learn of much that U
Intensely interesting and create
a desire to visit the

Plumber

Our work is a$ our name
implies, and our charges are

Traverses the Republic

ohcej,
lih
$4.00
Let us fit you.

by obtaining a map folder of th
Mexican Central Railway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of plaos and things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal in the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent
EL PASO, TEXAS.

i. sirnnocK,
I'assenguj- Trartic
.

-

WM. CHAPLIN
Standard Plumbing & Healing Co

121

Railroad Aaoum

J.

Manager.

C. MdM)NAI.l,

ienl. Pass. Agent.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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What's the latest rumor?

Posttofflcc of Albuquerque, N. M.,

Kan
tilicd.

TMpiro

CVtli

O
f.irn

It should first
O

l
tn he for- be inhabited.

In

Itm It lililn'i
Mary had a little lamh,
ft tlor'ffh wn- -. uhlln mm .now.
The price of wool went up and now
Mary has the dough.
O
Tho Vpw Vnrk nnllnA ftnnnrtmpTit
should Investigate the strange strangling of the two women whose bodies
ftpre foiiMit rcpTillv. finrt nsfprtnln If
either of them were mothers-in-law- .'
At Tombstone, Arizona, there are
two papers the Tombstone Epitaph
It
and the Tombstone Prospector.
might be Inferred that one has already found a tombstone suitably en
graved nnd the other one is looking
for a tombstone. What a deadly

Tlic lending Republican dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest,
Tlie advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."
CITIZEN UAS:
Tlie flnent equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The lutest reports by Associated Press nnd, Auxiliary News Service.
E

"VE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

lace.

0

Evidently the sporting editor of
the Leesville (Col.) Light is a wo
man. On Saturday the Light said:
Every time any one goes from Albuquerque to Santa Fe, the aforesaid
The Leesville Browns, our baseball
team, went to Tennock yesterday ami
party, generally 1s heard to remark:
played
there. The result was a tie
These
absolutely
ever
Is
Invented."
worst
Lamy
the
branch
line
"That
may not be the exact words: usualy they are not; In fact, there Is generally score of 5 to 9 In favor of Pennock."
a
Words are inadequate
a slight touch of brimstone In connection therewith.
Rnln In New Mexico.
to fully express the opinion of most people regarding that Lamy branch.
by
(Contributed
a recent arrival
One man suggests that a good sidewalk be constructed from Lamy to who always carries an umbrella)
Santa Fe as patrons of the Lamy line will often find It more convenient and The clouds come up, the sky looks
eavo time by walking.
black.
Another suggests that some one start a stage line from Santa Fe to The lightning pops and flashes,
he wind blows down upon the town,
Lamy.
There is no doubt that such a business would pay and pay well.
In addition to a pleasant drive, the stage could meet trains and leave Lamy But it rains just a Dfew small splashes.
on time.
Mho Told It?
It Is hard to see how the trainmen on the Lnmy branch can work on
"James S. Lichens and Miss Irene
The average person would Jones were married
the dinky little train and preserve self respect.
here last even
be driven insane in a few days by the remarks made by Irate passenger! ing. It was a surprise to the whole
community as they kept it a secret
to and from Santa Fe.
nly a few girl friends of the bride
Something ought to be done to P"t In a half way adequate train service
two newspaper men being pres- to Santa Fe.
It ought to be done for the glory of the Ancient City, thl and
nt. Adolp (Minn.) County Jews.
honor of the territory and the good of humanity.
O
There is no doubt In the world that many a man has lost his Immortal
According to
San Francisco
eoul through swearing feelingly nt the Lamy branch line and the stolid trail Argonaut, one of the
the members of a
crew that operates It.
traveling man's association took his
Mere Christianity ought to urge the railway company to do something; family out to a fair, and, as they were
a common regard for the suffering of mankind ought to prompt them to spending the day there, they brought
run the Lamy branch train so It will be on time at one end of the line along a well filled lunch basket. The
or the other.
It If only left whcn they said It would, one way; If It only crowd became very dense, and fear
that they would become separatarrived when they said It would, one way, the suffering public could grin ing
ed, the head of the family said:
and bear un to some extent.
'(live me the lunch basket, wlfey;
But it doesn't.
The dinky little engine gets ,",c.wn to Lamy early In the don't you see
we nre sure to lose
evening for instance and stands there contentedly until the enrly hours of each other In this crowd?"
the morning, spitting out cinders and black smoke mid waiting for every
train on the line, including local freights and handcars.
The hungry editor of the Bethany
Irate nnd sleepy passengers pace up and down the platform rather than Republican, who dropped In unexcompectedly on a country family, but not
It In the dirty little waiting room or vainly endeavor to curl up In
fortable positions on the worn out seats of the lone chair car, which were nat consisted or hickory wood smok- that conslste dot hickory wood smok
Invented at a time the mind of man now wots not of.
ham, as sweet 88 noc'tar, fried eggs
The Lnmy branch 1s awful; It Is worse than awful, but If one were to ed
from the kitchen faevtory.
say whnt it really Is, the postal officials would shut the paper out of the fresh
homemade bread, butler churned be
The Lamy train has such a sickening, premediated way of always fore breakfast, milk
mall.
and cream that
A never saw chalk or water, a score of
being a way late or a way too early that patience ceases to be a virtue.
passenger from the Lnmy branch blew Into The Citizen office today covered sweetmeats, pastries and fruits.
with Boot and profanity and said things black and meaningly about the Lamy in apology for not having something
to eat, wonders what those farm
branch, the railway officials and the whole world In particular, .,
'
He started from here on folks do have on the table when they
He tried to go to Santa Fe Saturday night.
the flyer at 6:20, he reached Lamy at 9 p. m., or thereabouts, and ho got to are expecting company.
He figured it out that he could have walked
Santa Fe the next morning.
Coniin' to tlie Fnlr.
from Lamy to Santa Fe; bought three drinks, become Intoxicated and have Wouldn't you sort o' like a change
Lamy
branch
before
the
sleeping
police
In
holdover
train
peacefully
the
been
rrom life s dull cares a while
A little livening, loosening up
could have whistled twice.
suffering
was
Judgment
as
In
he
course,
his
was
biased
somewhat
in genuine western style
he
Of
from toothache and did not possess the usual amount of self control, but Don't you ever get that hankerin'
feel
Something ought to be done
leaving all else aside he did get a rough trip.
boyhood's
once more
to the Lamy branch; something ought to be done to the railway officials ForOf laughter of days
the sport and Inno
any
every
t
something
It
matter
body
much
old
what
else
but
don
and
cent fun
thing for a change.
Its too monotonous at Lamy.
Of the old "Fair Time" of yore
Just take this tip,
And take a trip
The negro was the "Issue" in the senatorial contest in Mississippi. John
To the Albuquerque fair.
Sharp .'Williams took the position that the negro should be deprived of his
rights and nothing be said about it. Governor Vardaman on the other hand There'll be bad bronco to tear the
contended most vehemently that the negro should be deprived of his rights
dust
And Injuns to dance like sin.
and a great deal should be said about it. It was indeed a clearly defined Is- And
p
champeen-shlball games, and
nothing
sue, the odds on the result being something like one million to
that
a balloon
whoever was elected the negro would lose.
(To put the umpire In)
And races you never saw the like
Horses runnln. trottln', pacln',
Helpful household hints from the AVlchlta Eagle: "A piece of raw beef
you may be ten Burros, squaws, bucks, automobiles.
near your bed will keep the mosquitoes away from you.
;
tney 11 all be there
In putting the Ice in a Pop
der. but you don't compare to raw beef.
corn balls and red lemonade,
cloth or paper you are saving the ice! you are also preventing the ice from
The fortune teller In the tent.
cooling the refrigerator.
vith a brace and bit put a hole in the Conventions,
balles, side shows, too
Into the bottom of the upper
top of the lower window eash and half-wa- y
will be well spent
lour money
The burglar to get in will have to
Then stick a peg Into this hole.
sash.
If you get on a hunch
And Join the bunch
use a crowbar."
That's comln to the fair.
A college professor whose business it is to know, has recently stated that
De
Carbonized Witch Hazel
there Is more sustaining energy and proteld In ten cents worth of peanuts Salve Witfs
penetrates the pores and heals
having
only
an
will
find
article
Now if he
quickly. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
than in a porterhouse steak.
the required amount of fat to equalize the proteld of the peanut and as cheap
be
we
would,
might
we
If
all.
and easily obtained as that humble esculent,
able to sustain ourselves and save a bit of money until this period of soaring
passes.
prices for foodstuffs

Kicft rium&er

4,999,888,777

"The criminal rich," says Judge Llndsey of Denver, "have bought up the
Although Colorado has equal suffrage Judge Llnd- manhood of Colorado."
ey Is too gallant to include the womanhood of Colorado.
An
The world has progressed since the days of Hamilton and Burr.
Ohio man Is in Jail for challenging his former partner to a duel, and even
In Texas they have passed a law against the pletol-tote- r.

people

The Anthracite coal trust Is preparing to assess the public 16.125,000
extra, commencing September 1.
Who cares for Judge Landls, as long as
"Divine Providence" Itaer U In the conning tower?

There will be a meeting of the city
council tonight.
Horn, Saturday, to Mr. and Mrs. J.
It. McManus, a girl baby.
AV. S. Strlckler left on the flyer today for a short visit to California.
George Mllllgan, a wholesale Jeweler from Zanesville, Ohio, Is In the
city on business.
The Fraternal
Brotherhood will
hold a regular meeting at the Elks'
opera house tonight.
There will be a regular review of
Alamo Hive No. 1, L. o. T., at Odd
Fellows' hall, Tuesday nt 2:30 p. m.
Mrs. George Olegoldt nnd daughter, of 604 South Walter street, returned home Saturday night from a
visit to Hutchinson, Kan.
There will be a regular conclave of
Pilgrim Commandery No. 3, KnighU
Templar, this evening at 8 o'clock for
Visiting Sir Knights are
business.
welcome to attend.
Secretary Roy Stamm Is In receipt
of a letter from Flagstaff horsemen
requesting stalls for several horses
that will come to the fair for the
races.
The priests of the diocese of Santa
Fe are In annua) retreat at Santa Fe
today and will continue to be for
three days. About thirty priests are
present.
R. H. Lester has returned to the
city from a pleasure trip to southern
Mr. Lester saw George
California.
Arnot nt Long Reach and says that
the latter has bought a residence lot
tin re.
A
regular meeting of Mineral
Lodge No. 4, Knights of Pythias, will
be held this evening. AVork In the
llrst nnd second degrees. Members
are urged to bo present und nil visiting brothers are Invited.
Ben Davis, of the Uluewnter Development company and E. J. Ross,
general manager of the company,
who have been In the city a few
r.
days on business, left today for
Hon. Solomon Luna spent yesterday nt his country home at Los Lu-nand returned to the city this
morning. He suys that it rained at
Los Lunas last niht but
not as
much as it rained here.
The Home Missionary society and
the ladies of the Methodist church
will give an Ice cream social on the
lawn at 3U9 South Broadway tomorrow evening. A cordial invitation is
extended to all. A good time Is anticipated.
Joseph Harnett headed a hunting
party that left tho city Saturday on
a hunting Hiid fishing trip to the
Jemez country. The other members
of the party were Jack Dixon and
W. A. Burroughs, better known as
"Oklahoma Red."
Mr. and Mrs. George H. AA'hite, the
parents of Mrs. J. A. Reldy, and three
children, Edward, Harold and Eleanor, will leave tomorrow for their
home In Oil City, Pa. They have been
the guests of Dr. and Mrs. Reldy for
the past few weeks.
Some one not acquainted with the
eftkiency of green alfalfa in killing
cows, tied an unsuspecting Jersey on
the vacant lots at the corner of Slate
avenue and North Fifth street one day
last week, nnd within three hours the
poor animal was Inflated like a balloon. Her demise followed.
Judge, Ira A. Abbott will leave to
morrow for Roswell, where he will
attend the meeting of the territorial
bar association. He will be awny
Miss Abbott will
about five days.
accompany her father.
report tne
According to official
rainfall last evening measured 0.17
of an inch.
To satisfy a Judgment of the State
National bank against D. K. B. Sellers and AV. H. Greer, the household
goods of W. H. Greer were sold by
The enthe sheriff this morning.
tire lot of goods was bought in by
Attorney T. N. Wllkerson for $425.
The judgment was given for the collection of a noto.
the PennsylGeneral Torrance,
vania capitalist, and party left Santa
Fe todav on a special train over the
Among
Santa Fe Central railway.
men in the party
the Albuquerque
are Col. AV. S. Hopewell and Attorney
AV. B. Childers.
The special train

Q)

RE ADM

AD VER TISEMENTS

The morning paper refers to a recent editorial In The Citizen a "an
Ana to the United States army and volunteer soldiers as "an arm
ed mob." Tut, Tut!

arehlstlc"

Georgia has ousted llcker and voted for negro disfranchisement. AA'hat'll
down there abolish Frank Stanton's "Joy bells" and the title

his.

a grandson, but he managed to have

born
not have to .taint Its tootsies with American
It

soil.

Secretary Taft Is about to start on another one of those long Journeys
Mr. Taft has long been known as a very wide traveler.

Ine Artesla Advocate says the feeling between Artesla and Carlsbad
ot a question of love.
Further comment would be buperllunus.
An Ohio writer died Just after having taken his pen In hand.
peculiar thing about this Is that It did not happen in Indiana.

Grover Cleveland has again been reported
others are only 111 at ease.

111.

1

The only

Mr. Bryan and a few

If the telegraphers' strike continues much longer, the whole country

be doing business on tick.

v ir,

REMEMBER

VtWjy-

We are Cutting Stock
and are Making a

will

O IT.

KJ

'

I Ik

HOME COMFORT during warm weather is given by the use of
cool prairie grass, reed, rattan and mallarca furniture, it looks
cool and inviting, and it feels cool and comfortable. When your
home is furnished with an eye to comfort you needn't run away
from it in summer. You can find anything you need in summer

furnishings at our store.
i

F. H. Strong
ft

I

s

ARE READING
THIS ONE

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

Delight
A Good Gun

and

1 Ammunition

Ammunition By the Gar Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

I
M

exxxxxxxxxxxxx
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MEN'S SUITS GET MARCHING

WS

ORDERS

Our Men's Suit have received orders to move and move they must.
We'll make every one of them move at some price. It's good business on our
part. But, while a loss for us, it's

A GREAT SAVING

FOR YOU

If you were a Clothier, Sir, and had more suits on hand than you could possibly sell this season would you keep them over until next year and let them get
out of style and rusty besides losing the use of the money or sell them now ?
Sell them of course you would, so would any sensible Man.

That s Just What We're Going to

Do

Look over these price cuts and, if ever you expect to buy another Suit of
Clothes buy It HOW. It will be the best investment ever made.

SEE PRICES IN WINDOWS

MANDELL
mmmiH"""1"""""""""""11
M.

TTriimmmimTiTTTtTTTTT

ran over the Central to AVlllard and
then returned to Kennedy, where
General Torrance's private car was
attached to Santa le train No. l,
which will arrive here this evening.
G. Emmerson Buck has resigned as
night ticket clerk at the local Santa
Fe station and will leave lor nis oia
home at Chanute, Kan., as soon as
he is relieved. The night ticket Job
at the local station is no snap. All
the erstwhile ticket clerks will vouch
that the Job Is worth all that one gets
out of It.
directors association
The funeral
held a meeting yesterday In the
secretary,
li. K. Adams,
of the
501 AVest Central avenue. It Is hop
ed that at the convention of under
takers, which will be held here fair
time, that the well known professor
Eckels will lecture and give demon
strations before the convention.
The ndjourned meeting of the coroner's Jury which was to have met
today at 1 o'clock to return a verdict as to the cause of the death of
Jose Felix Ortiz, the aged man who
stepped from the train a few days
ago near Domingo, has been continued until Friday at 3 p. m at the request of Attorney M. C. Ortiz, who
represents the family of the deceased.
In order
that the conductor and
brakeman of the train may be summoned as witnesses.
reD. J. Rankin, tile surveyor,
turned to the y city Saturday evening
eleven-datrip to San Juan
from a
county, where he went to survey
The
homesteads for new settlers.
work Mr. Rankin did was along the
county,
San
Juan
southern border of
along what Is known as Canyon Uir-g- o
Ulg canyon). He ays that the
land being taken up Is agricultural
land and that many settlers are coming into that part of the country.
Considerable rain has fall in that
part of the territory and sheep are
looking well.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

There's nothing so good for a sore
throat as Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil.
Caret It In a few hours. Relieves any
pain in any part.

J

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVE
HUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j

Andrew Jackson Chair
rjv.-.e.j'-

The historical
ory" Chair.

'Old

Hick-

Light, comfortable, durable
and especially adapted to hard
service.

Prlco . . . $2 75
ROCker

to match

3.25

....

Come and see our line of
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

--

A7

Cornerr2dgandCopper

Hunter's

nmi

1

of

l

20 Per Cent for Cash

lljue-wate-

Our plan of building a warship bigger than England's Dreadnaught
Just about as logical bb shouting "You're another!" when a man calls you
one of those things.

ir

,'

of-li-

they do next
of colonel?

1

Straight Discount of

--

OUR

Mr. Poe, the famous Princeton fool ball player, has turned un as a
Who is Mr. Poe lighting for his lost
soldier of fortune In Honduras.
Ulalume, Helen or the beautiful Annabel Lee?

AVm. AValdorf Ator has
EiiLiand, no that 1t would

b.

AHOUT TOWN

CORNER

TV

THE AI,m"Ql"KKQtT3 CITIZEN IS:
THE AUU'QrEItQl--

y y

...$3.00

The only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico ami the bert
medium of the Southwest.

i.

THE CUB'S

10,

SEE K. O. rillCK.
E. O. Price. I am hero to stay.

Prlps

Hob?.

KATES.

Atf.CST

MONDAY,

EDITOR

One year by ninll In advance
One month by mail
One month by currier within city limits
)
Entered n.
matter at the
nder Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

CITIZEN.

I like the town and
like the rcople. The cllninte is the ncme of anything and everything de- Irable. I have established the K. O. Price Renl Estate Agency. My office
a 212 south second street benr mat number in mind, zia isoum rwcona
Street. If you hnve anything In my line to Bell nee E. O. Price. I will Bell
It for you. If you hnve anything to rent see E. O. Price. I will rent It for
ou. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt ser
vice. Call nnd see mo nnd lets gft acquainted.
SEE l O. l'HK E.
My name Is

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

W. S. STRICKLER

EVENING

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

. . Staab

Building

1

OVT.Y,

AIC.IST

1.

'

10T.
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RON

E

WORKERS

ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

CITIZEN.

PACE FIVE- -

TOOK GRAND LODGE MEETINGS ALBUQUERQUE TO HAVE AUTO MYSTERY

M

ALBUQUERQUE

iL

A. J. MALOY

Score of 4 to 3. Eleven In Knights of Pythias. Odd Fel- Old Armory Building to Be Re
nlngs--3.00modeled- - High Vaudeville
lows and Red Men Will
Fans WitAmusement.
Gather Here.
nessed Funeral.

any- -

0

thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

B
R

The P.lacksmlths handed Trinidad
two pieces of red hot pig Iron In the
second game. The score was 4 to 8
In favor of the Iron Workers.
The
final score came In the eleventh In
ning and 700 Trinidad fans loft the
grounds wearing crape.
The game was one of the hardest
fought on the Broadway park, and
was witnessed by 3,000 people. Every
play was loudly cheered, the visitors
having almost as many rooters in
the grand stand as the Ii n Work

and VEGETABLES
A full line always in

C

stock
Our Prices ARE right

jj

ere.

This gives the Denver Iron "Work
ers the amateur championship of the
state of Colorado.

You know the goods t

3

WIXSLOW COVPI.E
MARRIED HERE.
James It. Rurchlel. foreman of the
Santa Fe shops at Wlnslow and Mis
Hazel Brown, a menioer or a well
known family in Wlnslow, were mar
ried in this city this arternon oy
Judge Craig. They will leave for
one tonight
on number
Wli.slo-where they wijl make their home.
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250
Pleased People
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1 UNIVERSITY OPENS
8

Hotel

8
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Roller Rink
"TV,
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LARGE
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Every Day at

8
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C. F. Allen

Dormitory Is Overflowing and
Guis J ionic Is lillctl to
Capacity.
If registration like that which be
gan at the university this morning
should continue for three days, It is
doubtful if the faculty of the school
on the hill would know what to do
with the students. The opening day
is a record breaker in the registering
line. More students were present to
day than at any lirst day of the many
scholastic years of the University
and more are coming.
It is already evident that the new
dormitory built for the boys will not
near be adequate to the needs and
the girls dormitory will be tilled to
capacity. The faculty this year Is
likewise strong, the new members
being of the best possible talent to
be secured for the money ottered.
DEEDS FILED FOR
RECORD TODAY.
Heights
Improvement
University
company t. Ethel A. Hlckey, lot la
University
Heights
8.
addition
block
Justo R. Armlju and wife to Justo
Clrleigo, three pieces of land In Los
Grlegos, precinct No. 8.
Justo It. Armijo and wife to Juan
M. Montoya, a piece of land in pre
cinct No. 8, Los Grlegos.

Cornices,

flcrrr)
'

m

rm

Sky

L''1,s Stock
and Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

Tin

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.

Jobbing

General

7.45.

DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
are best for backache and weak kidneys. Sold by J. II. O'Rielly & Co.
State of Ohio, City or Toledo,
Lucas County. sa.
Frank J. Chenney makes oath that he
la senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney A Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo. County and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the sum
of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Bworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. D. 18W.

305 West Gold
AcJrnlwwiori, 10js
45 Minutes

of Amusement

Crystal Theatre
o
Corner Second St. and Lead Ave.

MARKETS

Market letters received by F. J
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
their own private wires.
Chicago I Svestock.
Chicago, August 19. Cattle receipts 24.000.
Market steady to
strong, Beeves 4.30 'a 5.35; cows nnd
heifers $ 1.35 ij 5.40 ; steers 3.75i. 5.0U
Sheep
receipts 17,000.
Market
weak. Western 3.25fj' B.60; yearlings
west$5,6afl 6.35; lambs $5.25
ern $5.25 7.25.
Kansas City Market.
Kansas City, August lit. Cattle receipts 15,000. Market steady. Southern steers $3.2511! 4.60; southern cows
$2.00fi'3.35; stockers and feeders
$3.25ii 5.50; bulls $2.25 At 3.65 ; calves
$4.00
S4.50tr6.60; western steers
5.80; western cows $2.503 4.00.
receipts
6.000.
Market
Sheep
lambs
steadv. Muttons $3.0006.75;
6. 50

Galvanized

ATTENDANCE

Hoys

TELEGRAPHIC

OPEN.
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
and Sundays, 10 to 12 a. m., 2 to
5 p. in., 7:30 to 10:30 p. ni.
Friday Nljrhts Reserved for Private Skating Parties.
Admission, Including Skates, 25c
LADIES FREE.

WITH

A. W. GLEASON,

(Beal.)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
on
and acts directly
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Bend for
testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

TO KIIEEPMEX.
It Is evident that sheep raisers
must soon own their own grazing
land. There are very few solid trweta
with perfect title. I offer 2.500 acre
grazing tract, on Cebolleta Grant;
also 5.000 acres adjoining, of winter
grazing, with valleys producing fine
corn, etc., without Irrigation.
L. B. PRINCE. Santa. Fe, N M.

Program:

Big Cut Price Salo

KING OF DOLLAKS
PAI,S
Strong Engagement
VOYAGE AROIXD THE STARS
GRAFTEIIS

Of Clothing. Shoes, Hats, Underwear, Ladies Skirts and Waists, now
going on at the Cash Buyers Union.
All remaining summer goods must
be sold regardless of cost.
About 50 pair of Ladies Oxfords,
former price $1.25. $1.50 and $2 to
g.) at $1.00 per pair.
All Children's Oxfords ... ,.1-- 3 off
Mens $2.75 Oxfords
. . .$2.00
. . .$1.50
Mens $2.00 Oxfords
Boys $1.75 Oxfords
... 1.25
20 per cent discount on all mens
and boys Suits.
20 per cent discount on all mens
and boys trousers.
Big lot mens sample shirts
39c
Mens silk finish 50e undershirts .. 35e
tirocerlew.
Good pkg coffee per lb
15c
35c M. & J. Coffee, per lb
25c
Good quality canned peaches, grapes,
plums and green gages ..15c can
75c Tea
60c
60c Tea
40e
Gal. Best Syrup
45c
Walker Bakers Cosoa
25c
17 lbs sugar for $1 with a Grocery
Order.

Songs:

ji st

mx-A- i

sn i i.ove you so

The. Great Indian Song.

PFWXEE,

J.

R. SCOTT Y, Muslcul

Director.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Ifi THE
ALBUQUERQUE
C

ITIZEN

HELP YOUR
BUSINESS

GASH RFYl'It'S FXIO.V,
122 X. Second St.

IV AT.

DOLDE

Santa Fe Restaurant

Pan Francisco, Cal., August 19.
An autnmoline containing two men,
a young woman and a girl who had
neen their companions on a rule

PLAYHOUSE

EAIR WEEK

214 Central Avenue

The place to get

Where to Dine Well

SAN

through Golden Gate park reached
the park hospital at 9 o'clock this
morning.
When the hospital attendants made
the discovery that the girl was dead
they immediately cftused the trio t3
be arrested until the cause of her
death was explained. The dead woman was Miss Frances Earl. She
was young, pretty and stylishly gown,
ed. Her residence was at 1411 Gold
en Gate avenue.
Her companions were George W.
Forbes, who acted as chauffeur, Miss
Pearl Shelton and Harry McIIendrie.
The story tola by the men was that
they had gone to the beach early In
the evening and spent some time at
various resorts along the boulevard.
Miss Earl, they said, had a number
of drinks and when they started back
she was as jovial as the rest. As they
were going through the park they
suddenly discovered that she had
fainted. In the hope that she might
be still alive they hurried to the hos
pital.

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. Firt Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

C.

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Pfoprntor

Albuquerque Is soon to have a first
class,
vaudeville theater.
0tOC000KX3tXDO0
M. Morris, representing George Ira
Adams, proprietor of the Crystal the
aters at Denver, Pueblo, Trinidad and
St. Joseph, Mo., was in the city last
week and practically arranged with
H. A. Sleyster, the real estate agent,
We have the only planing mill In the southwest
Is equipfor a long lease of the building on
ped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts andthatFixtures or
Gold avenue which Is at present oc
anything
thRt a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasoncupied by the Insley Cycle Co. The
able prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
lease has not been signed, but it Is
work.
expected that It will be In a few.
days.
i
SOUTH OF VIADUCT
une ract tnat mis city win riavc
ALBUOUEROUE. N. M.
this new amusement place !s due to
the Interests and efforts of Abel
Holmboe, of Holmboe Bros., who
conduct the 5, 10 and 15 cent store UNCLE SAM WANTS
on Gold avenue.
Mr. Holmboe Is
personally acquainted with thosn In
charge of the other theaters ownd
HIS MONEY BACK
by Mr. Adams and he begun some
time ago to interest them In opening
a theater In this city. After looking
over the ground carefully and conWashington, D. C, August 19.
sidering the business prospects of the
gatekeeper at
place, they were favorably Impressed Uncle Sam may become
the
Jamestown exposition this week
and decided to make the venture.
assisted in financing
Scenery and props for the new He materially
the undertaking, but has been unLadies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
house will be shipped here at once able
get
money
to
back according
his
and within a day or two representa
agreement.
to
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
tlves of Mr. Adams will be on the
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
ground to supervise the remodeling Edwards
and Delivered. Out-of-tow- n
Orders Given
Is
upon
now
the grounds
of the building chosen for the play In
charge,
In
with those
Prompt
ttention
house. The two story building will andconference
feU
some definite assurance
oe entirely remotleleu to accommo can beunjess
paygiven
installment
that
date the theatrical paraphernalia. A ments will be made on the governLET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
stage will be constructed and filled up
loan he may place representa
with the most modern apparatus for ment
llghMng and scenic" effects and a u tives at the gates to take charge of
MRS. ROSE HENRY,
N. Mex.
perstructure will be built In the rea theAt receipts.
treasury department It is
109-- 1 1 1 W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.
Tel.
to facilitate the stated the
above the stage
480
that patience has been exhaust
TWO WILLIAMS STREET
manipulation of drop scenes, etc.
ed watting for some evidence to be
The front portion of the present shown
of serious Intention to relm
store will be remodeled into a comthe government.
RESIDENCES ARE BURNED fortable and cozy auditorium, pro- burse
By
of congress $1,000,000 was
act
vided with good seats and all modout of the public treasury
ern conveniences for a theater. The advanced
aid in opening the fair and with tXCOCOOOOOOOCOO
place will be beautifully decorated to
consent
of the exposition com
Mr. mid Mrs. Love Escape in X'glit and the front of the building will be the
pany It was stipulated that 40 pe
sign
huge
A
reconstructed.
electric
Clothes Damage S3.000.
cent of the gross receipts would be
will be placed at the nia.ln entrance.
paid to the government on July
The amusement features
of the as
upon the loan
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Love, of 90
will be high class vaudeville. andthe firstoninstallment
theater
Aug. 1 and every hal
that
William street, had a narrow escape The bill will be changed weekly and
If yon want to get to a cool place In a hurry, wire us at Glor-let- a,
from being cremated In their bed the regular actors and performers of month thereafter $100,000 should be
X. M., telling u what train you will take and come on up.
yesterday morning by a lire which the Adams' circuit will show at the paid.
were
Weather
and
other
conditions
completely destroyed their hjme i
Our wagon will meet you.
house. Popular prices of admission adverse to the exposition at the be
did $joo wonh of ii.unaii to th
will prevail and It is the aim of the
Tlio round trip fare to Glorleta Is S5.G0; the stage fare to the
hO
residence 1 Mrs. M. A. Ore-illmanagers to keep the house running ginning and the delay In Installing
ranch Is Si and the rate at the ranch Is $8 per week.
William
it alsi .it J !sh the year through if business warrants. exhibits kept many visitors away.
damage to an adobe building at au
Wo will try to seo that you have a good time. The fishing la
The theaters of Mr. Adams in DenWilliam street.
ver, St. Joseph and other cities are
good.
fire,
which
The
the alarm of
all popular with the public by reason HE SAYS LIBERTY
awakened the ci y at 5:4,5 hi the of the high class entertainment promorning, start ) 1 in Hie kiU-he-i
THE VALLEY RANCH Pecos, New Mexico
of th
vided nnd this city is fortunate in
Love home, and is, thought to hav gaining
a new amusement which
ON
EXISTS
PAPER
originated in a dafe-rtiHue, though promises so much
and which unthe Loves say that Jiey had had no doubtedly bo a benefit to the city.
fire in their stove
since Saturday play house of a similar character to
noon. It quietly consumed the rea the one to be established here, wl!! t Stuttgart. August 19. Herr Bebel,
end of the house and had reached shortly be opened In El Paso by the the German socialist leader. In the
Whose Fault Is It?
the sleeping room in the front, same company. All the theaters of the course of reference at the opening
when Mr. Love was awakened by the company in the other cities have the of the International socialist congress
The plan of your new house may
yesterday
Haywood
tr.o
to
murde
up
heat and smoke. He jumped
and name "Crystal" and It Is probable
be correct, but unless you have good
trial at Bolsf, "Which." he stated
ran outside,, in his night clotainx that this name will
be used for the "ended
building material you're going to be
of
acquittal
with
the
Seeing that the whole house was a new
brilliant
theater here. Performances will our comrade," said:
mass of llames, he ran back and .be given
disappointed "That's What!"
evenings.
afternoons
and
world
has
the
Love,
shown
all
togethe
"This
trial
Mrs.
awakened
and
up to you" to insist that every stick
The InsleyCycle company, which
In
liberty,
law
United
they took refuge In the home of a occupies
States
the
that
building now, will move
of lumber that goes Into your house
neighbor. An alarm was turrea In at once tothe208 V4 West Gold avenue. and Justice exist only on paper.
comes from this house then you'll
Is to be hoped that these incidents
but did not reach the flie depsrtmo.i
will stir up the American working
for several minutes. Meantime sparks
get the right thing at the right price
men so that, like their English com
from the Love residence fell on the
very time.
rades, they will Boon send a good
house next door and on the ERED PASKILL WILL GO
adbe
away.
number of representatives to Wash
Green residence tvo djrs
The
lngton.
Green residence took lire in the roof
RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
and the llames were making good
TO
headway, when the department arPhone 8
Seeing
rived.
that the Lova res'denr.e
SLAYER OF BROTHER
was a total loss, Chief Burtlesj diana Marquette
Third
Corner
rected the attention of the depart- California Probation
Oflleer Sends
ment to the other buildings, with tne
Runaway
Hoy His lxive.
RELEASED ON BONO
result that the lire in the house occupied by Mrs. Green was confined
Chief of Police McMIHIn received
to the roof and one room, and lha a letter yesterday from Probation Oftire In the adobe to the window sills. ficer Christopher Kuess of Alameda
BIsibee, Ariz.,
August 19. Under
The Ijoms.
county, California, asking him to $3,000 bond, which was signed by
The building occupied by Mr. and hold the boy, Fred Paskill, who was Blsbee business men, Dee Thomas,
Mrs. Love was the property of Mrs. captured here a few days ago by who shot and killed his brother here
These Are
Ellen Love and was valued at about Special Officer Mulvaney of the San- two weeks ago, was today released
$1,500.
It was a total loss, covered ta Fe. The letter was of a highly from the county Jail at Tombstone.
by but $500 Insurance.
Mr. and Mrs. complimentary order and the probaSuspecting that a Hlsbee business
Carriage .
Love lost all their furniture and tion officer expressed the desire that man was invading
borne, Thomas
clothing.
They carried $500 insur- a tintype of officer Mulvaney be for- one evening fired a his
a man In
shot
at
ance on their furniture.
warded him together with a tintype hia house. In the dim light he hud
Buying
The house occupied by Mrs. Green of Fred Paski'l. The probation offi- been unable to recognize
the man and
is owned by George Pool, and was cer also sent his love to the prisoner it turned out that it was
own
his
valued at $1,000. The damage dons for whom he seems to feel a kindly brother, who was one of the
Days
most
this building was about $500, which regard. As soon as requisition papers popular men In Blsbee, and who was
is fully covered by insurance.
are signed by the governor of Cali- visiting at his brother's residence.
fornia, the necessary measu: rs will
The brother fell mortally wounded
be taken to bring the prisoner back and
Easy Terms
died on the following day.
to
Is
California
where
he
on
wanted
CARELESS CAMPERS
the charge of grand larceny, having
and
Pe Witt's Little Early 'Risers don't
stolen money and Jewels from the
easy
gripe.
pills,
or
to
Small
sicken
rancher for whom he was working
Low Prices
CAUSE COMPLAINTS and
from whom he ran away a few take. Sold by J. H. O" Rlelly & Co.
weeks ago. The probation officer said
i
summer
monthsT If yon
enjoy
you
etilcle
the
buying
Do
Intend
Paskill hud the making of a good
One pint mineral water cures and
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
man In him and that he would be prevents constipation. Ask your growe have many good styles within the range of modest incomes.
Campers In the mountains to the given
chance to mend his ways by cer for It.
Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
east are voicing vigorous complaints being ataught
some
ut
useful
trade
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
against the carelessness
of many
us.
campers who litter up the desirable the industrial school.
camping spots with garbage, tin cana,
Consult a Reliable Dentist
papers and other refuse, thus making
the places unpleasant for those who SILVER CITYANS TO
come after them. There are certain
TIJeras Road.
Full Set of Teeth
jsx
spots in the mountains which are the
$1.50 up W" II
Gold Filling
favcrlte camping sites and
these
BECOME
SHRINERS Gold Crowns
SA
places should not be subjected to
misuse. If the regulations of the
Painless Extracting.. .500
were
forest service
followed In
Silver City, N. M.. August 19.
places not on the reserves this nuis- Thirty
Silver Cityites, who will be ALL WORK ARSOLFTFLY GUARance would be at ted. The forest put through
ANTEED.
mysteries of the
service provides that all tin cans Shrlners, are the
awaiting the
must be buried, that holes must be coming of theanxiously
of Albudug for the reception of liquid refuse querque Shrlners delegation
from Jtallut Abyad
and that all refuse that can be, must Temple. The Albuquerque
Shririers
be burned.
A certain man opened a checking account
will arrive here on August 30, and It
is understood that they are coming
with
ui not long; ago. He deDosited in the
HOTEL ARRIVAL.
in a large force. II Is said that the
and paid all bills
Bank what cash he had,
Sliver City Shrlners are having trouCralge.
ble in securing enough
to go
by check. Before long-- , he discovered that he
COPP and PETTIT.
nits.
R. W. Kessel, El Paso; Hugh F. around, but will furnish camels
the desired
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
was earning- enough and spending too much.
DuVol, Santa Fe; Otto Thienlch, Las number of burros In their stead.
Vegas.
His checking account gave him a complete
Saioy
record of all receipts and expenditures. To-ta-y,
TTxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxri
W. D. Reed. Helen; J. R. Abell.
n
1H
IIm
Helen; 1. T. Femwell, El Paso; Missthis man is saving regularly because be
'
es Chadwick, Kansas City; F. H. Maopened a ch eking account with us. You
son, Helen; L. t'avender,
Norman,
can have the same experience at no expense.
fikla.; Wm. Gorman, Los Cerrillos;
M. J. Kelly. San Marcial; B. J. Ed120
St.
South
Fourth
WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT
City;
It. C. Mason, Los
wards. Kansas
Angeles; V. A. Collins. Los Angeles;
Hair Dressing
Miss Meriitt, Los Angeles.
Fclal Manage
Alvurtulo.
Shampooing
Eleclroloalt
F. D. Bull, St. Louis; Earl C. SherManicuring
Scalp Treatment
ry, St. Iiuls; George P. Williamson,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Children' Hair Culling
Philadelph ia ; M. J. Seaton, Kansas
AND SURPLUS $200,000
CAPITAL
11.
City:
Eggleston, Las Animas; T.
ft
We manufacture all kinds
A. Brandon, Denver; E. Hlekok and the Serious
of
Lt 1
Goods. Comof
Hair
Indies'
Vfamlly, Engle.
Continued
plete line of Switches, PompaKt urge.
dours, puffs, Wigs, etc.
EYE STRAIX?
J. D. Carpenter. Kettner; Miss M.
W. O.
We carry a complete line
Carpenter. Kettner; Miss S. Carpencf Alleen Berg's Celebrated
1
I
ter. Kettner; A. J. Griffin. Santa Fe; Priceless above a!l possessions t the
I. it
L,
rc 1 i ff v"St
Creams and Tonics, which are
J. E. Deckey, Chanute, Kan.; Chas. Eyesight.
Telephone 57.
We! Silver Avenue.
tt
especially prepared
for this
If you suffer from
".
Atchison, Denver; Chas.
Turk,
ALlilgi ERQCE, XEW MEXICO.
climate. Your patronage Is reDenver; H. F. Strickland, Chicago.
after using (he eyes for a perspectfully solicited.
Grand Central.
iod, or If you have poor vision, SEE
Nora and Edna Stevens, Fort
Wayne, Ind.; II. It. Weain and wife, I'S. Your Eyes Tested, and an HonMr, and Mrs. James Slaughter,
Las Vegas; G. C. Jennings, Iis Ve- est Opinion as to their needs FREE
ga.: E. J H e.viird. Las Vegas; Myrtle
Proprietors
O.
Hoy
3
Smith,
Pride, Portuies;
111 Central Ave.
Phone 452.

During fair week nt least three
lodges will hold their annual terriIn
Albuquerque.
torial conventions
The (Irand Lodpe of the Knights of
Pythias will meet her "n October 7
and fc. There are about twenty-fiv- e
Knights of Pythias lodges In the territory and ther. will .rotmbly be two
hundred members of this order present at the Ornnd Lodge.
The Odd Fellows, who had planned
to hold their nnnuiil convention In
Koswell, have reconsidered that plan
and will meet in Albuquerque during
fair week. A proclamation to this
effect is about to be issued by Orand
Master H. A. Sleyster. There are 75
members of the Grand Lodge of the
Odd Fellows in the territory and most
of these It Is hoped will attend.
The Ited Men, of whom there are
a dozen lodges In New Mexico expect
to have at least a hundred represen
tatives of their order here at their
annual convention which also will be
during fair
held In Albuquerque
week.
It Is possible that some of the oth
er secret orders of the territory will
hold meetings here during the fair,
but In any event, there will be a
great gathering of lodge members In
the city at fair time. The local lodges
are preparing to give visiting mem.
bers a hearty reception and are mak
Ing arrangements for their accommo
dation. There will be banquets and
receptions In plenty and the lodges
will do' their part to uphold the city's
reputation for hospitality.
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Superior Lumber and Mill

Go.
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HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

Albuquerque.

THE VALLEY RANCH
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Albuquerque Carriage

Co.

Corner First and

SPENDING

TOO MUCHi MONEY?

-

Do You Realize

Ta far

Beauty Parlors

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Con-4'qiiei- u.

In.

Heud-uefce-

C. H. CARNES,

D,

311-31-

3

ve ry ttntl

PATTEnSON
it

ri
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

:

ficer Major n. C. nankin. Team
Major R Rupp. Team Spotter Second Lieut. S. O. McCrlmmon,
Second Lieut. H. 10. MoCullough, Second Lletit. J. C. Sharp, Second Lieut.
Sergeant K. C.
Vlerra, Quarterrnft-t- er
Wade, First Sergeant W. H. Ames,
Company Quartermaster Sergeant A.
JenT. Heed. Troop Sergeant O. I
kins. Sergeant John fJutterman, Sergeant K. S. Andrews, Sergeant F. K.
Baker and Corporal C. L. Llngen-feldte- r.

IMA SPENDS $1,000 DAY; SON
SHARPSHOOTERS
KS KIND JURY TO CALL HALT

flood Showing.
was greatly
fleneral Tarklngton
jileased with the showing made by
his men during the practice. The
weak point of the team seems to be
rapid fire work, but under the prevailing conditions, considering
flint
during this practice, a heavy wind
was blowing, the showing was very
fair.
The boys will arrive In Chicago
Tuesday morning ami should arrive
at Camp Perry near Toledo on WedAs the
nntlonal
nesday morning.
shoot does not take place until August 29 they will have several days
In which to get themselves Into condition for the big event.
On August 30 the members of the
team will be allowed to leave the
camp and visit their old homes If
they care to do so. They will not
cone back together, and can make
their visits as long as they desire.

PERRY
New Mexico National Guard
Members Are Enroute to
Annual Meet.
New
Ivi Vegas. N. M., August 19.
eighteen
sharpshooters,
Mexico's
strong, left Las Vegas yesterday af
Camp IVrry,
ternoon on No. 2
Ohio,' where they will tnke part in
the national shooting contest. Theboys are starting out full of confllence Mini hope to nnng notning out
high honors back with them.
For the last three days of last
ve-New Mexico's team, which con
sists of picked men from all pnrta of
has been practicing
the territory,
on the rille rruiste west of the city
and Judging from the work done
there they should nave r.o rroume in
making a good record on their east
ern trip.
A prlvnte car has luen provided
for the soldiers to travel if and two
forty-fostreamers fastened to either side of the coach announce that
it Is the "Pride of New Mexico."
Those who will make the trip nre:
Brig. (ien. A. P. Tarklngton, Capt.
Ilfeld, Team Capt.
Wm. l.udwlg
Lieut. Col. K. C. Abbott, Itange Of
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To feel strong, have good appetite
and digestion, sleep soundly and en-Jlife, use Burdock Blood Bitters,

the great system tonic and builder.

To show
I'll stop your pain free.
you first before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headache
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Snoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
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Monday.

FAIR GROUND

Coiwh

LEAVE FOR

tit'

CITIZEN.

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQtTK

SIX.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

PRIVILEGES

Bids will be received by the association, art the office of "The Big
Fair." until September 1, 1807, for
the following exclusive privilege on
the fair grounds during the 27th annual New Mexico territorial fair, Oc1907:
tober
Booking.
Program and score card,
Scot cushions.
Soft drinks, candy, peanuts, pop
corn, chewing gum. etc., for grand
stand and quarter stretch.
Icq cream cones for grand stand
and quarter Btreteh. .
Bar under grand Btand.
Small stand for hamburgers,
red
hots, etc., under grand stand.
Hestaurant,
Shooting gallery.
priviAnd for many
leges for the grounds outside of the
grand Mtand and quarter stretch.
Buyers of exclusive ore allowed
one Mtand on the grounds for each
privilege.
Foot peddlers selling goods on the
grounds, from stands, will be charged
live dollars (J5.00) per man.
Ten per cent of bid must accompany proposals for exclusive privileges and an additional 2,r per cent
must be paid when bid Is accepted,
the first payment on all unaccepted
bids to be returned Immediately after
September 1, but both payments to
be forfeited to the association if balance of accepted bid Is not paid, at
the office of the association, on or
before 9 o'clock Monday morning,
October 7th, 1907.
The association reserves the right
to reject any or all bids.
JAY A. Ht'DBS.
Manager.

ArnrsT m. wr,

AND fNSCRPASSED

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTKNIW TO DEPOSITORS EVERY I'ROPER ACCOMMODATION
AN D SOLICITS NEW ACfOIJNTS.
CAPITAL

$ 150,000.00

Offlww and Directors:
SOLOMON

UNA, President.

W. S. STICK KLER.

W.

Vice IYeslilent nncl (

r.

ili

.T.

JOHNSON,

Assistant Cashier.

WILLIAM McINTOSlI,

.T.

A. M. ULACKWELL

C. IlALDRIDfii;,

O. E. CKOMWKLI.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

'

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus. $100,000

STREET PRIVILEGES
privileges

for

the

INTEREST

streets of 'the city of Albuquerque,
during fair week, October
1907.
will be offered by the 2 7th annual
New Mexico Territorial Fair association at the rate of fifteen dollars

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

2,

New York, August 19. Louis Mo.-- rls, eldest on of Mrs. Julia Watt
Curtis. has gone into court at
Bridgeport, Conn., to have his mother declared Incompetent.
Mrs. Curtlss laughs
at the Idea.
And why shouldn't she laugh? For
she not only has a few millions tucked away In her inside pocket, but Is
one of three prospective heirs to the
1100.000.000 estate or Mary O. Plnk-neof Harlem. What Is more, Mr.
Curtlss Is said to be the favorite
niece.
But why this action on the part
of the son, and why this light view
of the matter taken by the mother?
Well, here', the way they tell It at
Bridgeport.
Louis Morris, eldest son of Mrs.
Curtlss by another marriage, Is known
In New Tork as one of the gayest
of the gay In places where gayety-seekedo most abound.
He Is granted an allowance of $600
a month by Mamma Curtlss, but he Is
living at the rate of $20.000 he and
his beautiful young wife and lh
annual difference between $20,000 and
$7,200 Is graciously supplied by the
y,

rs

Piles get qulcx ana certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment
Please note It Is made alone for
Plies, and its action Is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
like magic by
or blind piles disappear
glass
Large nickel-cappe- d
Its use.
Jars 60 cents. Sold ty an aeaiers.

A CERTAIN SAFE

same unfailing fount.
Wonltl Marry Agnln.
Now, so they tell It In Bridgeport,
Mamma Curtlss, having been twice
married and twice divorced, Is contemplating another matrimonial ven
ture. Doth Morris and his wife are
extremely ambitious nocially,
and
they have an awful premonition that
If Mamma Curtlss waltzes up to the
matrimonial altar again the source of
financial sustenance will forever be
sealed. What more easy, then, than
to go Into court, have a Jury look
mother over and see whether or not
she Is capable of managing her af
fairs, alleging that Bhe Is spending
Il.ooo a dav the long year round?
"Happy thought!" declared Mr. and
Mrs. Morris, and they proceeded to
put It Into execution. The papers
have already Tieen serreu.
"It is to laught," retorted Mamma
Curtlss. who Is sill quite young look
lng and pretty. "My fortune Is mine.
to spend as I will, and I am going
to do It."
So there you are. The case comes
up In a few days. Bridgeport, mean
while. Is holding Its breath.

TREATMENT

Even if mercury and potash could cure Contagious Blood Poison the
condition in which these strong minerals leave the system would make the
"cure worse than the disease." But they cannot cure the vile disorder;
they can only cover up the symptoms for awhile or mask the disease in
the system, but as soon as the treatment is left of! the hideous symptoms
return. Mercury and potash eat out the delicate lining of the stomach and
bowels, produce chronic dyspepsia by drying tip the gastric juices, cause the
teeth to decay, and often completely break down the constitution, and where
they are used in large quantities, the bones become affected, while the
disease for which one has so long taken this destructive treatment hai
not been cured. Contagious Blood Poison is a disease it will not. do to trifle
with. It is a vile, dangerous and destructive disorder. When the blood
becomes infected with its virus the mouth and throat ulcerate, hair and eyespots
brows come out, glands in the neck and groin swell,
appear on the flesh, and in severe cases sores break out on the body, the
finger nails drop off and the sufferer is diseased from btad to foot. S. 3. S.
is the only known antidote for Contagious Blood Poison the one remedy
that is able to pet to the root of the disease and force out every particle ol
the poison so that there are never any signs of its return It is purely
vegetable, made entirely from roots, herbs and barks of known curative
as some medicines do, S. S. S.
value. Instead of leaving bad
sparAt this season we should eat
every
part
system
puts
part of the body in perfect
up
every
of
tones
and
the
also
should
ing and properly. We
help the stomach as much as pos- health. It will also remove any lingering effects of former mineral treatment
sible by the use of a little Kodol oc- while eradicating the poison from the circulation. Special book on the home
casionally. Kodol for Indigestion and treatment of this disease and any medical advice desired furnished free to al)
Dyspepsia will rest the stomach by who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
actually digestion of the food Itself.
Sold by J. rl. u meiiy b
copper-colore- d

after-effect-

s

(115) for small sennds, small tents,
etc., and twenty-fiv- e
($25)
dollars
for shooting galleries, dance pavilions, etc.
One hnlf of the amout Is payable
at the office of "The Big Fair," Monday, October 7th, 1907, and the balance not later than 10 o'clock, Thursday morning, October 10th, 1907.
b
The usual classifications will
followed In determining what each
stand may offer for sale.
Bids on the exclusive privilege for
confetti will be received, by the association until September i, 1907.
Ten per cent of bid must accompany proposals for confetti and nn
additional 25 per cent must be paid
when bid Is accepted, the first payment on all unaccepted bids to be re
turned Immediately after September
,
but both payments on the ac
cepted bid to be forfeited to the association If balance of bid Is not paid
at the office of "The Big Fair" on or
before 9 o'clock, Monday morning,
October 7. 1907.
Stands may send out foot peddlers
Ave
who will be charged
dollars
(is. ou) per man.
The association reserves the right
to reject any or all bids.
The fair colors are cardinal and.
dark green.
No grafting, of any nature, will be
allowed.
JAY A. HTTBBS,
Manage Dv

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OmCKRB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD8
Prealdaat
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
FRANK McKEH
,...Caahlar
R. A. FROST
.'AuUUnt Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDf
Dlreetor

lf-t-

u.

m.

DKPotTorrr

.Autborlied Capital
l504.SSS.lt
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Proflta
S25S.000.SS
Dcpesltory far Atchison, Topeka k Santa ft tfallwiy Ceatpan,

'

"
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A. BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
2ad and Cold
Whoop-e-e-e-e-

2nd and Cold

See Him Pull Leather!

!

THE BIG FAIR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Annual
Territorial Fair Association

New Mexico's

Wholesale Grocers

Twenty-Sevent- h

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE.
MEXICO
JsTEV

Wild West In the Real West
Broncho
Best

Bucking Bulls

Busting

rider, in the territories,

horses

Relay Racing

i

e
contests by the
Exciting
most nimble riders and mounts
in the southwest

Carnival

Native Sports

i

4k

five-mil-

Continuous

of

Dangerous

"Gallo" racing, "Palitto" or native
"shinny", pony and burro races,
etc., etc.
Deeds

and

Fool-Har-

dy

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

S0SSK0

old reliablh.

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

ESTABLISHED

lltl.
i

jjTHE WHOLESALE

CROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

2

Cam, th.

larccit and

Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple
In the Southwest.

Orocert..

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Fun

RAILWAY RATES. HALF FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Though plenty attempt it, not
one buster in a thousand can stay
on a real bucking bull

among the cowmen, will attempt
to break a bunch of "outlaw"'

A

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

I

RAILROAD AVENU1J.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone make, the
.datlee lighter, the care lea.
and the worrlei fewer.

The
telephone
preserve
your health, prolongs year Ui.
and protects your houie,
"

TOU NEL

A

TELEPHONE

IN YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

OSX30OtSXSK):0

J
g
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Enslaved by a Pirate
r,

RolK-rt'- s

Rcndejivoin Wit h tlc
Ry F. XV. Sclutcfer.

(O

Rovers.

Rcd-llnndo- d
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Tlhese Ads ReacH More People Daily Than You Can $ee in a Month
FOR RENT

$

1

DID EMBROIDERY

THE MALAYS

AND

CHAPTER VII.
They sailed and they sailed.
While waiting for a desert Island
to loom up on the starboard bow,
Robert engaged himself with studying the sports and the pastimes of
the terrors of the Spanish main.
The Lascars spent happy moments
stringing
beads. The two
or three Portuguese In the crew
formed a mandolin club and played
nnd sang sweetly If you don't care
for sugar.
The Englishmen, Americans nnd
Scotchmen drank to excess. The
vessel was heavily stocked with red
pop In bottles.
and
The Malays did embroidery
made crazy quilts. They accomplishthe
especially,
without
latter,
ed the
slightest effort.
Col. Crust tried In vain to Inveigle
Robert Into a game of authors.
vari-color-

PURCHASING

MADE

The conviction was rapidly grow
Ing upon Robert that this would not
do.
Still, there was hope In his breast
when Col. Crust pointed out a little
speck or tropical verdure on the horizon.

"There's an uninhabited Island. To
night the moon will be up. I will take
you and four of my trusty men to
It and bury a chest of treasure. Then
I will slay the four men and bury
them with It. for the reason that
dead men tell no tales, leaving that
to the genius who writes dime novels.
Does thnt suit - ou? '
It did. Robert had schooled himself to believe that In pirate, life
everything goes, and that the victims
aon t mind It.
The dreadful, enjoyable moment
was at hand.
(Continued.)
FALLS TO

AUTOS
FOR

QUILTS.

CRAZY

STAGE LINE

Estancla, N. M. .August 19. Duncan McGillivray, of the company
which Is promoting the Artatquerque
Kstancia stage line, has gone to New
York to examine a number of makes
of tine stage automobiles, three of
which, large enough to accommodate
seven passengers each, will be purchased for this line. It Is the Intention of the company to have these
autos here In time for service during
fair week If possible.

Hie Limit of Life.
The most eminent medical sclent-ltst- s
are unanimous In the conclusion
limitathat the generally acceptedyears
betion of human life Is many
possible
with the
low the attainment
advanced knowledge of which the
race Is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines its duration,
seems to be between 60 and 60; the
proper care of the body during this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to longevity. Nature's best helper after 60
is Electric Bitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every organ
of the body. Guaranteed by all druggists. 50c.

til

WANTED

FOR REXT Light, airy well-fu- r
nished rooms lor rooming or light
AH rooms opening
housekeeping.
on the outside. Price, Jl per week
and up. Minneapolis House, 52
South Second. A. T. IJjvjve, Proprietor.
furnished
RENT Pleasant
FOR
room to lady In good health. 628
South Arno stree t.
FOR RE XT Any number of rooms
furnished to suit tenant. Also live
room cottage nicely furnished, with
piano. Apply 110 East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish
ed front rooms, near business center; rates reasonable.
Corner
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Several small cottage.
all nicely furnished for housekeeping.
Hot
J. B. Block, Jemes
Springs, N. M.
FOR RENT A few ntcely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable; no invalids.. Hotel Cralgo,
Silver avenue, btwen First and
Fecond streets.
FOR REXT More people who need
a house, a room or a ranch, win
see this ad today, than even a real
estate agent coild interview In a
long time.
cot
FOR KK.v'T 3. 4 and
tages, well located, furnished or
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205
unfurnished.
w. uoid avenue.
FOR REXT Nicely furnished four- room brick cottage, modern, close
In. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 W. Gold
n venue.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE Second hand buggy and
cart, alo nice pony. w. It.
2
West Gold a ve n up.
FOR SALE Iron safe, new. Inquire
at this office.
FOR .SALE On easy payments, a few
slightly scratched machines. Sin-gSewing Machine Co.
good
ss
FOR SALE Typewriter,
new at a secrirtce. Address, Typewriter." care of Citizen otnee.
FOR .SALE At a bargain, furniture
rooming house. Must
of a
sell at once.
Apply 217 'j South
Second street.
SALE Five-roomodern
FOR
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap if sold at once. 1$. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE OR RENT A newly
built house, with loO feet front
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE A first class unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and
return. Address "Ticket," care
Citizen oflice.
FOR SALE Some people prefer to
pay 5 per cent agents commission
on their sale, others advertise in
this column.
'OK SALE Half Interest In estaby
lished poultry business.
Poultry Yardj. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
FOR SALE Special low rates. To
Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
City.
One way or round trip tickets furnished In any part of the
United States. Low rates to California. See us H 4 U buy. Moore's
Ticket Office, 113 Central avenue.
Member American .Ticket Brokers'
Association.
1 1

er

six-roo- m

m

VIOLENT

DEATH

Canon City. Colo., August 19. Mls?
Eugenia Goold, aged -- 30 years, I
trained nurse, of 232 West Catlin ave
nue, South Canon City, fell over a
200-foprecipice on the north side
of Twin Sisters mountain, in the San
gre de Christo range, eight miles
south of Howard, Fremont county,
shortly after 8 o clock this morning,
and was Instantly killed. Only one
person, Adolphus Latham of Howard,
the young woman's companion, wit
nessed the accident.
ot

Bred-to-La-

Colic,
Chamberlain's
Cholera and
Diarrhoea HenicOy, Better
Than Three Doctors.
"Three years ago we had three
doctors with our little boy and every
thing that they could do seemed in
vain. At last when all hope seemed
to be gone we began using Cham
berlaln's Colic, Cholera and Diar
rhoea Remedy and in a few hours he
began to Improve. Today he is as
Life Insurance.
healthy a child as parents wish for.
cents you can now
For twenty-fiv- e
Mrs. F. J. Johnston, Linton, muss.
Insure yourself and family against
For sale by all druggists.
any bad results from an attack of
or diarrhoea during the sumSubscribe for The Evening Citlxen. colic
mer months. That Is the price of a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medicine that has never been known to
fall. Buy It now. it may save life.
For sale by all druggists.

OPPORTUNITIES

d
carpenters, waiters
TICKETS BOUGHT, SOLD
and waitresses; also good cooks,
AND EXCHANGED
crews;
wages.
good
for small
1 grocery
Can furnish an
Otfloo
Association
clerk, from the east, first class ref
Ttansaotlons
erences, good personal
appearance.
Guareatoio
On the ground now.
Coibiirn's
ROSENFIEID'S,
MB W. ft, R. Ave
Employment Agency
109 West silver Ave.
Phone480
WANTED Three bell boys at the
Alvarado hotel.
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
WANTED 7 You can get It through
this column.
BUREAU
Spanish
WANTED Two
speaking
agents.
Apply 218 H South SecS.
Second Street
206
ond street.
WANTED To buy all kinds of
Wanted-- Ar
Once, Servant Girl
furniture. Scheer & Warlick,
205 East Central avenue.
WANTED A good delivery horse.
cVheer & 'Warlick, The New Furniture Store, 206 East Central aveREAL ESTATE BARGAINS
nue.
WANTED Ollrl for general houseFOR SAXE.
work.
Good
Cook preferred.
Four room adobe honse
wages. Mrs. A. B. McGafTey, 1123
and about an acre of
Tijeras avenue.
fine garden land, V.
WANTED Ladies desiring Millinery
$ 800
Central n venue
at less than cost to call on MUd
Throe room house, four
Crane, 612 North
Second street.
lota, North
Fourth
Millinery and dressmaking parlors,
1,000
street
n
pprentlces wanted.
Three room house ami
an acre of land, three
WANTED Capable
to
salesman
409
cover New Mexico with staple line,
miles north of town..
high commissions with $100 monthThroe room house, furly advance. Permanent position to
nished eoniplese, two
good homes, spring
right man. Jess II. Smith Co., Dewagon and one acre
troit, Michigan.
S00
of land
Six room house. West
LOST
FOUND
New York avenue... 2,500
Six room house. West
LOST An opportunity if you did not
Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
use these columns.
FOIt KENT.
FOl:ND Through The Albuquerque
Six
room brick hotio,
citizen.
bntli,
cellar,
Fourth
FOUND Cold watch
chain and
WRitl
$20.00
charm. Owner can have same by Apartments
in Hope Mats
proving property at this office.
modrooms,
two to six
ern conveniences, $10 to S0.00
Four room brick house,
huth, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
Seven room brick house,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, close In.
Three rooms for lighthouse- keeping, close In
13.00
Five, room
hou.se,
South
Second street
15.00
Five room frame.
First
20.00
word
John Svlvanes Raker, a Pioneer of
iueson, Ariz., is dead
There are all sorts of rumors In
the air about Deming, N. M.f having
215 W.st Geld ive.
new noieis.

WANTED--floo-

R.R.

o.

loa

and

Territorial
Topics

A. Montoya

Douglas, Ariz., according to an es
liate made from a new city direct
ory, haa a population, of 11,300.

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange

At Phoenix, Ariz., Saturday, a fire
or unknown orlsrin entirely destroyed
C. M. Frutt's cake factory with uli

Household Goods

contents.

Keep busy until you find

Carlos McCormick, for years pound
master at Tucson, hits finally oult the
Job and the Arizona pueblo wants
a new dog catcher.

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

Star Furniture Co.

W. M. S1IE1UDAX,
Homeopathic

Physician

M.

and

Pabst BlueRibbon
TKe Beer of Quality-i-

Malt that is matured by a special
made from Pabst Eight-Da- y
closely
and retains in the malt all
Nature
follows
process which
of the wholesome, healthful food properties of the barley-graiPerfect Brewing Process transmits these qual- X "
e invigorating properties ot tne choicest
hies,
ibbon Beer in predigested form, ready for
hops,
i by the system.
imme
Vhen ordering beer, ask
ir Pabst Blue Ribbon.
n.

vt

1

by

il

Pabst

loniyatthetJrewery

r

Meyers & Co.,
Weft Silver Ave,
ii lis
Albuquerque,
i'l.ul.c I. it.
.rut:

Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Harnett Building.
Oflice hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
to 8 p. in.

I

tJ JtIWJ
XT

1

WAX f

wj

DENTISTS
1H, J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Room 2 and 3, Harnett Building,
Over O'Klelly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.
Fhono 711.
DR. C. A. ELLKIl

I..

22

f-

t-

ewr

m. x

NllfgCJ

New amv&is of fint-s- Foreign Materials; handsome line In browns, the'
leading shade for the coming season.
X. T. Armljo Building.
t

Highland Livery
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietor! of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 506.
112 John Street

niecl Hntw
Trlin
For the Next Ten Days

&

Ixss Tlinn Cost

to Close
Summer Stock.
Millinery
Dressmaking Parlors, 512
North Second St.

At

Ont

MISS V. P. CltANE,

and

FANCY DRY GOODS

Dentist,

Prone

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D.

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

869.

S.

Office liours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.

A

.

j

FA NCY WORIC
Mrs. M.

C Wilson

W. E,

224 W.

Gold

MAUGER

WOOL

Appointments nuulo by mail.
306 AVcst Central Ave.
Phone 456.

with Raube and Uauger
Of flee, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. U.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TOURNOUT3 IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Don't Forget The

n,

I

Dr. Whoop's

ALBUQUERQUE

the

Dr. King's
New Discovery

PUKING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITT.
When in need of sash, door,
etc Screen work a specialty.frame,
401
South First street. Telephone 40S.

Thos. F. Keleher
. DETOES
READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feel
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stop Leaks, Lasts Five Xeara.
JAP-A-LA- C.

408 Wist Railroad Avooae
TOTI a OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions. Haa
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders tr
this line with us.
NORTH TH ".D BT

THIRD STREET

ISAGfRlUBBSls

KILL the COUGH

Meat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Mm a
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWOK7T
Masonic Building. North Tl.
AU

THORNTON

& CO.

EXPERT HOUSE CLEANERS.
121 N. 3rd St.
Stove rcMtJriii;. polishing antl set
ting up a specialty.
We hire only
the most experienced help In our
line.
Phone, Oflice 400. :: Res. 620.

ex-pr- ei

CI.I-XLA-

rflBI

PS

fea-tui-

e.

BORDERS,
UNDERTAKER.

'

M.

coin-pose-

ym

i

j m

rirt

TAILOR

7

11

Cure

rrtONT. tOS North

L. C. CIELITZ

W. EUGENE PROVIXS, SI. V.
Specialist, Eye, Ear and Throat.
Late assistant to elinlr of diseases of
eye, ear and throat In Hospital
College of Medicine, Louisville, Ky.
Eyes prporly tested for gla.sse.
Rooms 6 to 8, N. T. Armljo Uiiildiitg.

MONEY to LOAN

li-

y

FIRST CLASS SHOEMAKER
A NO REPAIRER
OATsTsTM

1

Nig'Ht

s

P. Matteucci

DR. C. A. FRANK

1

al

The Leading Stationer.

Sur

geons. Over Vann's Drug Store.
Phone, Offlce and Ree., 628.

N. T. Armljo Building.

t

HAW LEY

T. Armljo Building.

Physicians

Central

On the Corner

DltS. imOXSON & BROXSON
Homeopathic

E.

Eastman Kodaks

and Surgeon

& 7, 7i.

202

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs,
loan Kodaks free.

Luis Salazar. an alleged horsethief.
LAWYERS
214 W, Gold Ave.
made his escape from custody at
Douglas. Ariz., Saturday and has not
yet been recaptured.
New Mexico
Albuquerque
R. W. D. BRYAN
Kfrs. 7flmv rVlmvfll nnd
siuirHfor
who were badly iniured at I.as Vesai
Attorney at Law.
Friday In a runaway accident, are
now on the road to recovery.
Offlce, First National Bank Building,
T .(in.iiTn nnllarrflv
rt riniiirl'ia
On
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
Aluliquerque, N. M.
zona, made an unsuccessful attempt Horses, Wagon and other Chattel
tn bill htu n f.i slut tiffl.i.,
II. ol... also on SALARIES AND WARS
at her body but only inlllcted a llesh HOUSE RECEIPTS, a low
E. W. DOBSOX
M ID
wound. He Is now gunning for another native whom he accuses of de- and a high as 1100. Loans ar
Attorney at Law.
quickly made and strictly
prlvat
stroying his home.
Time: One month to one year glveo
Ed Weston, the saloon man who Goods remain in your
poaaeulot
Oflice Cromwell Block,
shot Williams Greene, an 8. P. brake-ma- Our rates are reasonable. Call an'
Alubquerque, N. M.
last week, has been released see us before borrowing.
from custody on bond of $1,600 at
TUB HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
louglas, Ariz. He shot Greene when
IRA M. BOND
the latter attempted to pull a gun Steamship tickets to and from a'
parts of the world.
on him in his saloon.
Attorney
at Law.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
Gabriel Marcus, who was employ803 H West Railroad Ave.
Copyrlglits,
Land
Pensions,
Patents,
by
company
ed
Dominion
at
the
old
PRIVATE OFFICHH.
To weak sad ailing women, them li at least on
I'rescott, Ariz.. wa run down by an
Caveats, Letter latents, Trade
way to help. But with that war, two treatment
Evenings.
Open
engine
near the bullion floor of the
must be combined. One is local, one is conmitu.
Marks, Claims.
smelter early yesterday morning and
tloiial, but both are important, both essential,
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.
Night Cunt It the Local.
died at the company hospital several
Ir. Snoop's
Slioop's Restorative, the Constitutional.
hours later. Marcus Is said to have
a topical
The former In. fc hoop's Night Cure
been going to work
at about 6 ROOSEVELT TELEPHONE
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while It.
INSURANCE
o'clock and stepped directly In front
wholly an internal treatEboop'f Ktstoratlve
heaviest
ment. The Uenorativa reaches throughout the of the engine, one of the
used by the company.
ootira tydern, seeking the repair of all nerva.
COMPANY PROSPEROUS
UMun, and all blood ailment.
B. A. SLEYSTER
The "Night Cure", a it name implies, doot Its
Musgrave.
Volney
who
has
been
work while you deep. It soothe! tore and uiuam-e- d held in the county
Jail at Tombstone
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
muMiD turfaues, beals local weaknesses and
Roswell, X. M., Aug. 19. (Special.)
discharges, while the Restorative, eases nerroiit for two weeks on a charge of cattle
Public.
A meeting of the board of direcstealing, was taken back to the Ione tors
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambition,
of the Koosevelt Telephone com
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed Star state yesterday by Sheriff Hill.
pany was held here, a majority of Rooms 12 and li, Cromwell Block,
strength, vigor, and energy. Take It. bbuop s The Texas ofiicer was delayed in arRestorative Tablets or Liquid asa general ton a riving at Tombstone
board residing in this county. The
and arrange- the
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 138.
to the system, for positive local help, use a wall
following
ofllcers and directors were
ments were about completed for re- present: C.
E. Lukens, president; C.
leasing Musgrave on , writ of habeas K. Harris, general
8. L.
corpus when he made his appearance ogle, vice president; manager;
II. Fitzgerald
A. E. WALKER
In Tombstone with the legal papers
Lindxay
Massle,
of
Kd
and
W.
E.
entitling him to the prisoner.
The
Roosevelt county, directors.
Fire Insurance.
company Is doing a largo amount of
construction work. It was decided
to build an exchange oflice at Melrose, Secretary Mutual Building Association
N. M. The company owns all of the
BOLD BY J. 1.
CO.
217 West Central Avenue.
buildings occupied by its four ex
DELIVERING IDE GOODS changes. generally
conceded that the
It is
M. L. KCIIUTT
bond issue for waterworks will be
voted down at the election called for
IVitate ami Loans.
AND CURE
that purpose. Koswell is so well situ Agent Real
LUNGS of A telegram from Manager Hubbs, ated
for the Travelers Insurance
with its artesian water system, Comiutny,
the territorial fair association,
Conn., Life and
this morning stated that he had and the majority of the citizens are Accident. Ilnrtforu.
Tho NtrongcMt
eoiiiMiny
to be opposed to municipal writing actsdent
believed
arin
concluding
been
successful
Insurance
In
the
WITH
rangements with rare hore men In ownership at this time on account of world.
Ieiiver, and that a carload of racers the addition to the already heavy
210
Second
South
Sstrect.
from that city would come to Albu- tuxes.
a prominent bul
11. Fitzgerald,
querque to tiike piirt in the racing
for
events at the fair. Manager Hubbs, ness man of this city, left todayagriMISCELLANEOUS
li;ts His,, been promised another ear-- l Mesllla I'ark, N. M., to visit the
PRICE
college
place.
at
that
lie
cultural
' id of horses from Colorado Springs.
FOR OQUCHS
WIS
While in Denver mi l Cheyenne, Mr. expects to place his son, Percy, at the WILLIAM WALLACE M
OLDS
f rial Bottle Free HuMis
Iihs been strenuously engaged school there. Quite a tium.ber of citiAND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES
In chasing some big attractions for zens of Koswell will send students to
are
Justice of tlie Peace, Precinct
til,; f iir and by the time he returns Mesllla this term If conditions
GUARANTEED SATISFACXOiC
No. 12. Notary Public.
favorable.
- expects to land some stratllng
OB MONEY liEFUNDED.
Collexiions.
has ordered a
The government
Hy the present Indications the
In
121
sheep
thorough
Inspection
Ollice
all
of
orth Second Ssfri-4-t- .
racing iart of the ful r program will
1 Ceiulciice
Ti'A
territory,
sheep
dip
must
be
x
North FourtJi Sirtvt.
thin
all
up
to
more than be
mark.
Upwards of two hundred men
ped.
Dr. Wlllium' Indian Pi:
Alubquerque, N. M.
are engaged In the territory inspect
nnlifitti.l will cure bltbt
MEN AND WOMEN. Intr and dipping sheep. lOlght Inspec
KclllL
iileedilik' and
r u ,. 4j tn,
Plit li uit.sort.,, itie luujor.
d
.i
I Mm
tors are working thin district
TIIOS. K. 1. MAIH1S)
diaFbarifs.lAfi!uiustiuDS(
i.iuys the lunit,' at ui t ac
of three counties. One inspec
irntallulia or uliar&IUtaa
sai,:s a ji 'ultii'e. K'w instant
over
a Hundred ttiou
tor has dipped
lief. Dr. t il.iuuis'Ioilinnl'ileOU
III! out uuu
sand sheep this fall. Itu.s.il Loveler
for I'i
and ltcv
n:ent
Notary Public.
rKlfjCnUlf4! C. grwutwi,
cut sr Dbuoauus.
ol tne private irla. r.ve.v mji
has recently been appointed an In
J ln arranted,
giscisuiii
1
mm
urMgisu,
sr
ty
I
liv drwptn,
ui.id on r
place.
spector
this
at
.
ot snt In plsiD wrppr,
as. jl
ciM of pru e. hit lent am' II. no. Uii.LUIr'
srcpsid. tut
)tlic' with W. I. Cliilders.
tf ar raaa.I'OttlesM
B"ticCTpiNG fl iTup. n. velm.u. An
Sulwrlhe for The CllUrn and get
78.
A
IOR BALE Br
ON.
TAW
Circular scut eu iiwucst. the news.
117 Wtkt Gold
enue.

It

President
Dr. Ashbell Parmclee Grinnell, First-Vic- e
society, states that the drinking of
VnrV Merlico-Leegood beer promotes health. The reason is simple.

Look for the Label
French Bakery Co.

r. r. irrsT

Physician
Rooms

BREAD

and Surgeon

Weak Women

Good Beer
and Good Health

BUTTERNUT

I.

Occidental IJfe nnlUllng.
Telephone, 886.

rm.

CARDS

r

""

F. W. SPKXCER
Architect.
Rooms 46 and 47, Burnett Building,
AILiuiiucrtiue, N. M. Phone 555.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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PERSONAL

CITIZEN.

TERRORIZE

POURED

PAHAO KA1MIS
RAILROAD AYE.

Mid Summer Sale
of Men's, Women's nnd Children's low shoes. There Is still a
good deal of hot weather ahead of us and It will pay you to Invest In a ralr of our stylish Oxford, especially at the low price we
nrr offering them for.
O
M'omen's Oman 0fonls
Women's nnvns Oxfnnls
Women's Canvas Oxfortls

Women's
Women's
Women
Women's

f.50 nt $1.1.1
i!.nn nt l.no
'J.2. nt
1.75

I.T5 nt
2.50 nt
:t oo at
3.50 nt

KI1 Oxfords
KM Oxford
Kid Oxfords

Kid Oxfords

Men's Cnnvns Oxfords
Men s Vlel Kid Oxfords
Men
Velour Calf Oxford
Men's Patent Colt Oxfortls

1.50
2.50
3.50
4.00

1.10
1

.115

nt
nt
nt
nt

1.20

l.5

2.75
3.15

MHREBBBXaHanHBaHBEIEa

If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

I

Mrs. S. 1. Spnulding left yesterday
for a visit to Ken Ion, Mich.
Cont T. llrnwn, the Socorro iiilnlnf
man, registered at the Alvarado
yesterday.
Attorney X. P. Field and Mrs.
Field have gone to the Jemez Springs
for n .hnrt outing.
D. D. Uronson, chief Inspector In
the forest service, li ft for Silver Olty
on oflielul business Saturday night.
Miss
Laura Cooper, the little
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Cooper, suffered an operation
for
appendicitis ut .St. Joseph's hospital
Saturday.
Miss Hertk- - Heck, of Hurl' gton,
Iowa, arrived here last night ! visit
her aunt, Mrs. 10. K. Gieenleaf, 009
Siuih Second street.
W. T. McCrelght,
until recently
malinger of The evening fit : i. is
reported to have secured the management of the F. I). Parker & Co.,
printing company of Chicago.
J. D. f'ariienter.
sunerlntendent
for the American Lumber company
at iveiiner. hivi twin daughters, are
In the city. Mr. Carpenter on htisl-lii-'and the Misses Carpenter shopping and visiting.
Four men, Kd Montana, Donaclano
Tru.lillo, Angelo Cancleno nnd Dorn-lnlc- k
Pantnn, pleaded guilty to the
charge
on
of drunkenness
the
streets, when arraigned before Police Judge Craig this morning and
were given the choice of paying $5
fines or going to Jail for five days.
Dr. L. F Hummer, surgeon for the
Santa Fe Gold and Copper companv,
operating at San Pedro, X. M., was
an Albuquerque visitor on Saturday.
Dr. Hummer s"ays that 450 men are
employed at Son Pedro by the Santa
Fe Cold and Copper company alone
and that a large amount of work Is
being done.
A. J. Griffin, master mechanic for
the Santa Fe electric works, spent
Sunday in the city and returned to
the capital this morning. Mr. Griffln
brought some Iron work down to the
Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine
Works, and took the work back with
him this morning.
Mrs. Cochran, wife of Conductor
George Cochran of the Alhuquerque-Wlnslodivision, returned
to
the
city last night from a pleasure trip
to California, accompanied
by her
little daughter.
Conductor Cochran,
who was operated upon last week for
appendicitis, Is recovering from the
operation rapidly.
Dr. Ren L. Bellman, the " King of
Hobos," who Is touring the country
seeking legislation beneficiary to the
tramp population of the country nnd
who spent Saturday and Sunday In
Albuquerque, was a passenger
for
Santa Fe this morning, where he will
endeavor to Interest Governor George
Curry In his mission.
Mrs. Jessie Miller left last evening
for a visit to Pittsburg and other
eastern cities. While away Mrs. Miller will attend the national convention of the Order of the Eastern
Star, which will bo held In Milwaukee on September 3, 4, 6, and 6. She
will attend the convention as the representative of the New Mexico Grand
Chapter.
Secretary Roy Stanun, of the territorial fair association, returned to the
city last evening from a flying trip la
Santa Fe. Mr. Stamm carried an Invitation to Governor Curry to the territorial fair, which the governor accepted. Governor Curry will arrive
In Albuquerque the day prior to the
opening of the fair and will deliver
the opening address from In front of
the Alvarado hotel.
w

We Have the

Larsest Stock of

Fixtures Ever Seen

the City

in

THE WAGNER HARDWARE
321-32-

Plumbers

Will

W. Centra!

3

Tinners

Avenue

NAi

i.v77

feifeW
W

Sn

GO.
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Mfk

STOVE

For

The

GOAL

Wichita, Kan.. August 19. Two at.
tempted murders and five attacks on
women and girls by n negro since last
Tuesday have rained much excitement and alarm here. An attack on
a woman Was made this afternoon.
The police arrested a negro believed
to be the assailant. A crowd gathered a soon as it was known that th
suspected man was In the city Jail.
There was talk of lynching, but the
crowd lacked concerted purpose.
After the mob had dispersed Mamie
McCoy and Myrtle Kick, two young
women or excellent family, were as
Faulted and robbed by an unknown.
negro wno escaped. the negro followed the girls ns they were returning to their homes after a sojourn
downtown and he (hitched Miss Dick
by the throat, threw
her to the
ground and snatched her watch.
DEMOCRAT

CONVENTION

WILL

GO

TO CHICAGO

8

Home

to morality. No worry Light
expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

0 South Second St.

Palace

RAILROAD

U'im

i

CI I

diih

I

AVE

was tzr,

7

This Heat,

IT AFIRE

but you can temper its worst
fects.

Revenge Taken
Blsbee Negress For
Small Cause.

Awful

If you contemplate

buying

ef-

any-

thing now come in and get one of
our nice flannel two piece suits

19.
Blsbce. Arl.. August
Rertla
dead and another woman
Jones Is In the county Jail
as the result of what the Lee woman
declare to have been a foul murder. S.iturday night the two women,
who are negresses, became Involved
In a row over some slight matter.
Fifteen minutes later neighbors saw
Bertie Lee run into the yard covered
with flames. She was caught nnd the
flames finally extinguished, but she
was ?o bailly burned that death resulted thin morning.
The wom.in declared before death
that TJzzIo Jones after the disagreement with her, suddenly rushed Into
the room and poured coal oil over
her garments, setting fire to the fluid
and making an escape before Hertle
discovered what was going on. The
house and contents were destroyed.
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which we have

Marked Down to 7. SO
Ihey are cool, comfortable and best of all
priced, besides being all wool.

low

When the suit goes seedy after a month's war, and the
cotton shoddy, and poor dyes crop out, it will be too late.
Get one of

our straw

half former price for
hats

at

your head get next to
our thin underwear and
Invest in some of our
cool neglige shirts and
you will have the drop
on Old Sol.
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BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North First St.

All Kinds of Indian and Mexican Goods. The Cheapest
Place to bay Navajo Blankets and Mtxlcen Drawn Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rillad.

al

COAL

Our Black Cat stockings for men,
women and children outwear anything on the market. They are a
boon to everybody who has no time,
Inclination or ability for darning; 12
to 50 cents pair.
C.
May's Shoe
store, 314 West Central avenue.
FOR CASH ONLY
o
Card signs, "kooit.i ror Rent."
"Board," etc., for sale at the office of American Block per ton
$8.50
Cerrlllo Lump
The Evening ClUaen.
6.50
Anthracite Nut
8.50
9.0O
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace slaea
9.50
Clean Gas Coke V
6.00
II
Smithing CoaL

......

ALL THE TIME

WOOD

INCREASING IN VALUE STEADILY, 15 TO 20 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
LUMBER MILL WOOD.
WORTH OP SMALL STONES WE Green
WILL SELL AT IXWER PRICES Factory
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AT
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
Ono Door South of Drug Stoi.

$3.50

j.25

W. H. HAHN & GO.

COE
JEWELER

::

Lense Griming Done on Promises

FINE WATCH REPAIRING

115-11- 7

,,

I.
invito

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Copper A ve., Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

Second

WATER
COOLERS
& COMPANY

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

THE

JmbaIm fHi niaoa rloli-.awv-wTwvMsv.wf
wwuf
yoar trade and guarantee
A SQUARE DEAL.

t9(lT.

No Dodging

Chicago, HI., August 19. Assurances have been received by local
democrats that Chicago will be chosen for the democratic national con- volition of 190N. Details of the space
afforded for seats In the coliseum
were laid before Roger C. Sullivan,
national committeeman, today and a
conference which was expected to put WILL ASSUME OFFICE
the finishing1 touches on the plans
was held between Mr. Sullivan and
Chairman Thomas Taggnrt of the national committee this afternoon. FurWITH1NJW0 WEEKS
ther than that Mr. Sullivan made a
brief statement which his friends con- Now
Territorial
Kwrvtnry, Nathan
strue as meaning beyond a doubt that
Jaffa, Will Arrive In Capital
It has been decided
Informally by
Evening
'JiiN
Meet tiovernor
to
the national
committeemen,
with
Curry.
nearly all of whom Chairman Taggart
Is frequently In conference, to bring
Santa Fe, N. M.. August 19. (So- the big conventi'm here.
rial)- - The
president's
commission
for Nathan Jaffa, the new territorial
secretary of New Mexico, was mailed
FIREMAN KILLED ON
from Washington Saturday and will
arrive here within a few days.
ftir. jafta will arrive from Hoswell
HIS FIRS! TRIP this evening but he will not a.ssume
the duties of his office for two weeks.
is coming to confer with GovernOttawa, Kan., August 19. E. B. He Curry
Itaynolds.
and Secretary
Kreckenridge, a student fireman who or
wa.s making his first trip, died today and a date will be fixed as a result of
this
conference
for
his induction into
of Injuries received in an accident
at Klchter, Hreekeiirldge, who was ofllce.
Fe,
From
Mr.
Santa
Jaffa will pro
3S years old, was acting under the
to Denver to visit his brother
orders of the regular fireman on a ceed
to
to
and
some
Important
attend
freight train. While the freight was
affairs.
waiting for a passenger to pass, he
lay down by the track and went to
Bring us your jon vyortt. Prices
sleep. The passenger train struck his iho very lowest and the work will
head and fractured the skull. Ureck-eniidg- e stand lnspecrlon anywhere. Business
lived in Louisburg.
and calling cards a specialty.
AMEKICAX SQI'AimOX
AltltlYKS IX JAPAN
Washington, August 19 Word has
reached the navy department of the
arrival today at Yokohama of the
cruisers West Virginia, Maryland,
Pennsylvania and Colorado, comprising the first division of the cruiser
RirrnARB
squadron of the Pacific fleet. They
will remain
at Yokohoma until
Thursday, when they will Ball for
CAN SOME
San Francisco.
WHILE IT IS CHEAP,
Xclll at Homo.
Washington, D. C., August 19.
Commissioner of Labor Nelll has arAND OTHER FRCIT SCARCE.
rived from Chicago, where he went
In a vain effort to effect a fettlement
ONLY ZVt CENTS PER POUND
of the telegrapnerB' strike. He says
he Is ready to act as mediator If called upon.
IN QUANTITIES.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.'s
MONARCH GROCERY CO.
great cash reduction sale closes Tuesday, Aug. 20th. Now Is the time to
buy at low prices.

EVERY THING
IN THE JEWELRY LINE

LOMMQRI
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19,

Exclusive Optician

A Majective Range is conducive

Diamond

AUGUST

ON

Whan you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly fitted
Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
1

EVERITT

OIL

WOMAN AND SET

S,

2.85
2.85

MONDAY,

McCormkk Harvesters and Mowers

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phono 791

None Better

fXXXXXXXXXXXHXXXTTTTTTTT

GOME

ON

BOYS,

THEY ARE FREE

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

UNION

We want' to sell your parents the Suit, Shoes,
Hat, Waists and Underwear for school which be-- l
gins September 3.

MEAT

A Pair of Patented Stilts

MARKET

H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
207 West Gold

Will be given absolutely free with boys' merchan- dise amounting to $10.00. Save your sales' tick- ets and when you have Ten Dollars Worth of
tickets, a pair will be given to you.
New Suits for boys are arriving daily, $3.50 to
$6.50.

Phone

bOl

Every Thing in the
Meat Line First Class in

Quality
Best Prices Possible

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

'

Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
o
Assured. ..

122 South Second- - 119 West Cold

e:

o
0

0
0
0
0O
0

iixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers
Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing
Hercules Powder
Mine and Mill
and

Tinning

0
0
00
0
O

and

High Explosives

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited
mouth rirat etrmot
its.40I,lie.403.nr.North
rirmt etroot

Albuquerque, New Mexico

0
0
06

